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ABSTRACT
Embedding metal nanoparticles in crystalline silicon possesses numerous possi-
ble applications to fabricate optoelectronic switches, increase efficiency of radiation
detectors, decrease the thickness of monocrystalline silicon solar panels and investi-
gate fundamental properties. Noble metal nanoparticles made of gold or silver are
grown in cavities in monocrystalline silicon formed by helium ion implantation and
high temperature annealing at depth greater than 500 nm from the surface. Metals
are introduced into the system by low energy ion implantation or physical vapor
deposited thin film on the surface, and diffused into cavities by heat treatment.
Nanoparticles nucleate on the inner surface of cavities heteroepitaxially and form
face centered cubic crystal structure in the case of silver. Excessive heat treatment
causes metal to be emitted from nanoparticles into bulk after trapping and nanopar-
ticle formation. Helium ion implantation, annealing and diffusion heat treatment
conditions have been optimized so that residual crystalline damage, point defects
and dislocations, is reduced in monocrystalline silicon substrate.
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1. MOTIVATION TO FABRICATE NANOPARTICLES IN SILICON
Embedding metal nanoparticles inside a semiconductor device has numerous ap-
plications for optoelectronics and radiation detection, including bridging the gap
between metallic nanoplasmonics and semiconductor devices. Metal nanoparticles
have been embedded in polymers and organic semiconductors or deposited on semi-
conductors and dielectrics to make plasmonic and other electronic devices. Voids in
Si have been fabricated in microelectronics to getter impurities (e.g. Fe, Cu, Au),
or to nucleate silicide nanoparticles (e.g. CoSi2). However, the inner surface of a
void can also be used as a surface for nanoparticle growth by chemisorption of metal
diffused from free surface. Such a method can substantially reduce the amount of
residual crystalline damage in the Si substrate. Given two immiscible materials,
this method can be generalized to fabricate precipitate nanoparticles with size and
location determined by distribution of open volume defects.
Nanometer-sized metallic features have the unique ability to scatter and absorb
photons with wavelengths much larger than the feature size by exciting electron
density oscillations, called plasmons [34, 5]. Thus far, metal films with nanometer
thickness or nanometer-sized metal islands have been fabricated on the surface of
semiconductors, or textured films have been deposited on the back side of optically
thin silicon wafers to excite localized surface plasmon resonances, which increases
photon scattering and increases path length in small semiconductor volume [44, 3,
56, 4]. A third way has been proposed, where nanometer-sized metallic features
are buried inside a thin semiconductor layer [3]. These authors proposed placing
metallic nanoparticles between two films, but another method is to fabricate metallic
nanoparticles by creation of open volume defects and diffusion and chemisorption of
1
Figure 1.1: Schematic of current MOSFET design (top) and possible optically gated
MOSFET design with metallic nanoparticles (bottom).
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metal into defects. The advantages and disadvantages of the chemisorption method
will be further discussed throughout this document.
An exciting possible application to integrating metallic nanoparticles in semi-
conductors is the possibility of switching from p-type charge transport, by holes, to
n-type charge transport by photon irradiation. Contemporary designs of field-effect
transistors, the backbone of logical computing, rely on electrical voltage signals to
switch from one state to another, which causes heat creation in logic chips due to non-
zero electrical resistance and is fundamentally limited by drift velocity of electrons.
If a light signal switches the state of a field-effect transistor, the speed and efficiency
of such devices would increase significantly. The speed of light is approximately three
orders of magnitude greater than the drift velocity of an electron, and heat creation
in a microprocessor chip would decrease significantly if a significant quantity of wired
connections is decreased. A schematic representation of how metallic nanoparticles
in semiconductor could replace the gate in a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistor is shown in Figure 1.1.
A phenomenological model for the photoelectric effect is the following: an photon
is absorbed by an atom, atomic electrons are excited to momentum states from which
photoemission is possible, and excited electrons diffuse to an interface and are emitted
from material irradiated by photons. The quantum yield of photoemission, or number
of electrons emitted per incident photon, is greatly increased when the dimensions
of a silver particle are reduced to few nanometers compared to classic large surfaces
studied many years ago [63, 24]. Figure 1.2, calculated using results of Chen et al,
shows that quantum yield from Ag-O-Cs photoemitter increases because electron
has finite chance of emission from particle each time it encounters boundary, and
decreasing particle size below diffusion length of photoelectron increases boundary
interaction [7]. Modeling photoelectric emission from Ag and Au nanoparticles is
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Figure 1.2: Quantum yield of nanometer sized Ag-O-Cs photoemitter.
performed by treating d-band electrons like s-band electrons in a free electron model,
and this method adequately matches experimental data for photoemission from 5 nm
Au particles [19]. However, this model underestimates experimental quantum yield
from 5 nm Ag particles in the energy region where scattering cross sections of 5 nm
Ag and Au particles differ significantly [18].
The efficiency of surface barrier detectors is determined by the interaction of
ionizing radiation in the depletion zone of the detector. Placing high-Z metallic
nanoparticles in the depletion zone of a silicon surface barrier detector, or even a
high purity germanium detector, could significantly increase the efficiency of radia-
tion detection. Applying equation 1.1 shows the increase in interaction that can be
attained by integrating metal nanoparticles in detectors [37].
I = I0e
(µ/ρ)ρx (1.1)
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For 60 keV X-rays in Si and Au, with densities 2.33 g/cm3 and 19.29 g/cm3, respec-
tively, and (µ/ρ) of 0.3207 cm2/g and 4.528 cm2/g, respectively, it takes 117 nm of
Si to attenuate X-rays the same amount as 1 nm of Au. For 1 MeV γ-rays, the mass
attenuation coefficients have similar values, but the increased density will still yield
a slight enhancement. This method may not be able to uniformly improve radia-
tion detection, but it could have an impact on specialized radiation detection issues
where desired detection energy is well known, such as measuring X-rays emitted by
U-235, by selecting materials that have high absorption related to electron energy
level transitions at selected energies. For instance, it might be possible to make
depleted uranium nanoparticles in silicon, which could have interesting radiation
detection applications.
This research proposes and achieves fabrication of metal nanoparticle precipi-
tates inside silicon, with the additional constraint of minimizing residual crystalline
damage in the silicon. The results of this research project represent an important
step towards full integration of nanometallic plasmonic features with semiconduc-
tors. These metal nanoparticle precipitates are grown on the inner surface of voids
at depth several hundred nanometers from the surface, which are created by ion im-
plantation and defect annealing. Metal is deposited on the surface and diffused by
heat treatment to the void layer, and chemisorb out of solution on the inner surface
of voids. Alternatively, metal is implanted to very shallow depth, instead of surface
deposition, and subsequently diffused to defects.
This research combines the areas of growth of epitaxial films and radiation ma-
terials science. Film growth on surface of substrate is often performed to engineer
superior materials and to study fundamental properties, but film growth inside a void
has not been performed and studied, to the author’s knowledge. Evolution of point
defects in silicon into extended defects, like dislocations and voids, has been exten-
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sively studied, and this area will discussed in Chapter 4. Precipitation is a massively
important phenomenon in metals, especially steels, but precipitation in semicon-
ductors is primarily studied as a method to decrease metal impurity concentrations
below equilibrium concentration. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. The
capabilities of ion accelerators are utilized to introduce radiation damage into silicon,
from which voids will evolve, so this technology is reviewed in Chapter 3. Impor-
tant characterization tools are transmission electron microscopy and diffractometry,
and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry using ion accelerators, and Chapter 6
reviews these two techniques. The methods applied and materials utilized to fabri-
cate nanoparticles in silicon are numerous. Chapter 2 contains a discussion of the
consequences of choosing each experimental parameter and possibilities for variation
that could lead to interesting results in future.
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2. PROPOSED METHODS FOR FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF SELF-ASSEMBLING HETEROEPITAXIAL NANOPARTICLES
The process to fabricate nanoparticles, shown in Figure 2.1, involves many steps.
Open-volume defects are created, then metal is introduced and diffused to defects. All
of the parameters chosen to realize each step are highly dependent on the materials
utilized in each step. The materials for fabrication are the substrate which will
be the matrix surrounding the nanoparticle, the material which the nanoparticle
will be made of, and the ion which will be implanted and will be responsible for
making open volume defects. Beyond the choice of ion species, the ion energy,
fluence and flux must be determined. Creation of open volume defects depends
strongly on substrate and ion implantation parameters, as well as defect annealing
time, temperature and atmosphere. The method of introducing the nanoparticle
material must be considered, whether by film deposition on surface or ion implanation
into near-surface region. Diffusion of material to open volume defect depends on
heat treatment time, temperature and atmosphere. Finally, proper characterization
methods must be utilized to quantify properties of produced material. All of these
parameters must be chosen carefully, and a number of them must be investigated
empirically to optimize nanoparticle formation and residual substrate damage.
2.1 Material selection and fabrication parameters
Nominal parameters for the fabrication of silver nanoparticles in silicon are shown
in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Steps in fabrication method for silver nanoparticles in silicon, including
nominal parameters.
2.1.1 Substrate
Silicon is widely used, cheap and extensively studied. It is the backbone of the mi-
croelectronics industry. Monocrystalline silicon is a good substrate for experiments
conducted by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry and transmission electron mi-
croscopy. Visible light can penetrate up to four microns [45].
There are two prominent processes for growth of monocrystalline silicon wafers,
the Czochralski process and the float zone process [6, 55]. The float zone process
creates monocrystalline silicon wafers with lower concentration of oxygen contami-
nants than the Czochralski process. Void dynamics are complicated by impurities,
as discussed in Chapter 5. High oxygen concentration limits void growth severely,
and should be avoided for the proposed process [12].
The presence of dopants will complicate the diffusion of metal, but one stated
objective is to make an optoelectronic switch. In this case, the fabricated material
is designed to switch from p-type to n-type by injection of electrons into the silicon
substrate emitted from the nanoparticle by irradiation with light either above the
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threshold energy for photoelectric effect or due to plasmonic excitation. Therefore,
the substrate must be p-type, but with low dopant concentration. Monocrystalline
silicon wafers grown by float zone method doped with boron to resistivity of 5-10
Ω− cm, corresponding to boron concentration of 2.7×1015 cm−3 or less, will be used
as the substrate for nanoparticle growth inside cavities [17].
2.1.2 Nucleating bubbles and evolving voids
Voids will be created by implanting helium ions at 100 keV to varying fluence
and annealing at 950◦C for varying times. Ion flux will not be investigated at this
time. The range of implanted ions is 670 nm calculated by the code SRIM, which
assumes the binary collision approximation and amorphous, homogenized target [76].
Helium is chosen as ion species for multiple reasons. As a light ion, it penetrates
deep into silicon without causing excessive displacements, so that crystalline damage
is low and large number of dislocations are avoided. Helium is chemically inactive
due to its full valence electron shell, so that it does not bond with silicon atoms and
is easily diffused out of the substrate. This property also causes open volume defects
to be spherical. The goal is to fabricate large voids around 20 nm in diameter in
the intermediate regime of void evolution discussed in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4. The
density of large voids in this regime is low, but the dislocation density is also low,
and dislocations are considered problematic to operation of the device.
An interesting area of additional research would be initiated by changing the
shape of open-volume defects. For example, ion irradiation with sufficient fluence
of hydrogen ions and defect annealing causes thin, almost two-dimensional platelets
to form in silicon [49]. The shape anisotropy of nanoparticles would be significantly
increased if open-volume defects are created by hydrogen irradiation and annealing,
which would be desirable for plasmonic applications of noble metals in silicon or for
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magnetic applications if different materials are utilized.
2.1.3 Introducing metal by ion implantation or film growth and diffusion to open
volume defects
Many past studies have utilized ion implantation at a range of energies to intro-
duce metal into silicon to investigate gettering [47]. We implant gold ions at energy
60 keV, with projected range 15 nm in silicon according to SRIM, following the
method of Venezia et al [76, 69]. Gold will be introduced by this method because
the eutectic temperature for gold-silicon compound formation is 360◦C, and implan-
tation decreases the concentration of gold sufficiently for heat treatment at 750◦C to
not form gold silicide. However, the objective is to transport and trap gold in the
voids, so silicide formation may proceed from the diffusion heat treatment.
Introducing additional crystal damage into the silicon surface by implanting metal
ions at low energy is not desirable, therefore films of gold and silver are deposited by
physical vapor deposition with thickness up to 100 nm. The eutectic temperature
for silver-silicon compound from binary phase diagram is 830◦C, so diffusion heat
treatments will be performed at temperatures up to 750◦C for times from 10 minutes
to two hours.
The diffusion kinetics of Ag and Au in Si are much different. Gold is introduced
by film deposition and ion irradiation in order to determine the difference of the
two methods. From a diffusion standpoint, a film more than a few nanometers thick
represents an infinite source of Au atoms, whereas ion irradiation of Au represents a
source diluted by large amount of surrounding Si. The final result, the semiconductor
containing nanoparticles, must still behave like a p-type semiconductor instead of a
metal conductor. The risk of introducing Au by surface film is that so much Au
will diffuse into Si that it will no longer act like a semiconductor when a voltage is
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applied. Silver diffusion in Si is limited compared to Au, and eutectic temperature
is much higher, so Ag is only introduced as an infinite diffusion source, or 100 nm
thick film on the surface. The risk of metallizing Si by diffusion of Ag from surface
film is much lower than with Au surface film.
2.2 Determining nanoparticle concentration, depth and atomic structure
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry with 2 MeV He ion probe beam will be
utilized to determine the depth and concentration of gold or silver trapped in void
layer. Additionally, transmission electron microscopy, scanning transmission electron
microscopy and electron dispersive X-ray spectrometry will be performed to confirm
the localization of metals to voids and compare trapping of metals in voids and
other defects, such as dislocations. Electron diffraction in the transmission electron
microscope is utilized to understand atomic structure of nanoparticles.
The structure, if any is present, of the nanoparticle in silicon will be determined
by a combination of transmission electron microscopy and channeling Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry. The crystal structure of silver or gold nanoparticle
superimposed on the crystal structure of silicon will cause the electron beam to have
interference maxima and minima, referred to as Moire patterns [25]. Alignment of
the probing ion beam, in this case 2 MeV He ions, with the major crystalline axes
or planes of nanoparticle will cause a significant decrease in the backscattering yield
of incident He ions, and determining the decrease in the yield and the angle between
major crystalline axes will tell the crystal structure and crystallinity of nanoparticles.
This method will also compare the residual damage in silicon following fabrication
of nanoparticles so that the steps can be optimized to minimize crystal defects in
silicon.
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2.2.1 Electronic characterization
Bulk measurements of the electronic response to optical stimulation of silicon
with buried nanoparticles is measured by diffuse reflectance and the resistivity will
be measured by two- or four-point probe. A possibility to characterize nanoparticles
is scanning tunneling microscopy based on a recently reported investigation of argon
filled nanometer sized bubbles in copper [40].
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3. INTRODUCTION TO ION ACCELERATORS
The experimental methods used to fabricate the semiconductor-metal nanopar-
ticle samples are ion irradiation, thermal annealing and physical vapor deposition.
This chapter focuses on ion irradiation.
There are three energy regimes of ion irradiation: low, medium and high. Ions
generally possess less than 10 keV of kinetic energy in low-energy irradiation, only
sufficient to deposit the material on the surface or in the few-nanometer near-surface
region. High-energy ion irradiation is used to send an ion to great depth in a material,
around one micrometer or greater or to cause large amount of atomic displacements
by heavy ion irradiation, and is also used to analyze the depth profile of materials.
One such analysis technique using 2 MeV helium ions will introduced in detail in
Chapter 6. Each ion has kinetic energy from around ten to several hundred keV in
medium-energy ion irradiation. This is used to implant helium at a selected depth
which will be utilized to create open volume defects, or to implant gold a few tens
of nanometers from the surface, which is subsequently diffused to greater depth to
form nanoparticles.
Helium is implanted with 100 keV kinetic energy into monocrystalline silicon
wafers, and the ion accelerator used to achieve this is shown schematically in Figure
3.1. Ions readily interact with atoms or molecules, so the whole accelerator is un-
der vacuum to decrease the possibility of ion beam interacting with other atoms or
molecules. The ion source consists of a thick tungsten filament cathode which, when
heated, emits electrons which are accelerated from the cathode to the surrounding
anode cylinder. Helium gas is fed through this volume, and the electrons ejected
from cathode and accelerated to anode strike electrons in helium atom, imparting
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of components of 150 kV ion accelerator at Texas A&M Uni-
versity.
enough energy for helium atoms to become ionized. A magnet surrounding the an-
ode/cathode helps focus the beam, and additional electrostatic focusing elements
shape the beam before it enters the accelerating column. In the acceleration column,
the ion beam travels across a potential set by the operator of the accelerator ranging
from 50-150 kV, and the ionization state of the ion determines the amount of kinetic
energy gained through the acceleration column. The research reported in this dis-
sertation utilizes singly-positively-ionized helium, lacking one electron, accelerated
through 100 kV potential to gain 100 keV kinetic energy.
The mass analyzing magnet, labeled the separator magnet in Fig. 3.1, applies a
magnetic field perpendicular to the direction the ion beam is travelling, resulting in a
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force that is perpendicular to both the direction of travel and the magnetic field and
causes the ion beam to bend. For uniform incoming ion energy and applied magnetic
field, the amount of bending varies depending on the ratio of the mass of the ion
to the charge state of the ion. The source produces a broad ion beam consisting of
multiple atoms and charge states, such as H2, O and N2 due to vacuum leaks, in
addition to the desired beam, so the mass analyzing magnet is employed to bend the
desired ion beam onto the target.
The beam is well-focused in the source, and the area of the beam is approxi-
mately circular and less than one millimeter in diameter. However, the object of the
irradiation is to uniformly deposit ions over an area around 4 cm2, so the beam is
rastered by electromagnetic fields in two directions (not shown in Fig. 3.1). Before
and after the rastering magnet, collimators shown in Fig. 3.1 further define the beam
and eliminate any ions not well focused and directed to the target. Finally, the ion
beam is scanned across the target area until the desired fluence, in units of ions/cm2,
is achieved.
Higher energy ion beams, used for analysis discussed in Chapter 6, are created
by tandem accelerators, where the ion is accelerated through the terminal voltage
twice. To create the helium ion beam used for analysis, a duoplasmatron source,
similar to that described above with a filament made of tungsten mesh coated with
a dried thorium-tungsten solution, positively ionizes helium atoms. At different
stages, electrons are added and then removed from helium ions. First, helium atoms
are directed through an oven filled with rubidium to add electrons followed by an
acceleration column with potential of few tens of kilovolts. The beam is steered by
a low energy mass-analyzing magnet into the tandem acceleration column, where
the maximum potential is at the center of the column. The negative ion beam is
accelerated to its incoming energy (several tens of keV) plus the maximum potential
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of the column, lets say 970 kV. At the center of the column, the ions in the ion
beam lose electrons by passing through N2 gas, and are accelerated again to by the
maximum potential of the column. If the ion beam gained 60 keV of energy in the
low energy, then 970 keV in the first half of the tandem and 970 keV in the second
half, an ion beam with kinetic energy 2 MeV is achieved by accelerating through
maximum potential of 0.97 MV. The energy of the ion beam can be increased even
further by searching for lower currents of ions with higher charge states before and/or
after the charge exchange at center of tandem acceleration column.
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4. INTRODUCTION TO ION IRRADIATION INDUCED DEFECTS
Due to the technological importance of silicon to the computing industry, it has
been exhaustively studied. The ability to precisely calculate the range of ion irradi-
ation makes it an important technology in the fabrication of semiconductor devices.
Implanting a dopant into a certain volume, where depth is determined by irradia-
tion energy, ion species and substrate and the area by lithographic masking, is a
powerful tool, but the accompanying crystalline damage must be considered because
it can lead to leakage currents and undesirable dopant diffusion [27]. Defects cre-
ated by ion irradiation are annealed out of semiconducting devices by application
of high temperature in controlled atmosphere, such as flowing high purity nitrogen
or argon or ultra-high vacuum. Interstitials and vacancies are considered point de-
fects, and if they encounter each other during defect annealing, they will annihilate;
the difference in their ability to diffuse in silicon is significant however, leading to
clustering into higher-dimensional defects [13]. Interstitials and vacancies can cre-
ate two-dimensional dislocations or three-dimensional dislocation loops, and vacancy
clusters can nucleate voids. Any significant amount of gas dissolved in the system,
introduced from the surface or by ion irradiation, will promote coalescence of voids
into bubbles by decreasing energy to nucleate due to the contribution of pressure on
the inner surface from gas atoms.
4.1 Defects created in silicon by ion irradiation
Defects created upon ion irradiation are point defects. The displacement of one
atom from its lattice position creates a pair of point defects, a self-interstitial and
a vacancy. The path of the incident ion will contain many such defects, with the
vacancies in the center of the path, and interstitials ejected out of the center. The
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spatial separation of interstitials and vacancies is smaller for incident ions with lower
mass, and increases as mass of incident ion species increases. During the short
period of intense heat following traversal of the incident ion, some portion of the
point defects created will recombine to annihilate. For 40 keV helium ions implanted
into silicon at room temperature, it has been determined that around 90% of the
point defects recombine and annihilate during irradiation [13].
Point defects that do not annihilate shortly after being created may cluster into
small extended defects. In silicon, two vacancies that do not annihilate may form
a divacancy, which is favorable energetically over two isolated vacancies because
remaining silicon atoms neighbors will bond with each other. First principles study
of vacancies in silicon suggests neighboring silicon atoms bond with each other in a
divacancy configuration, but not in the midst of an individual vacancy [1]. Silicon
interstitials and interstitials of the implanted ion species can rest at many different
positions within the silicon unit cell, the most prominent of these are tetrahedral
and octohedral positions. The tetrahedral position has the same available volume as
a regular silicon lattice position [47]. Interstitials can occupy adjacent tetrahedral
interstitial positions, which in some cases is energetically favorable [1]. There is also
a configuration called a dumb-bell pair, where two interstitials are centered around
one vacancy. Thus there are three point defects but only one “extra” atom without
a lattice position [31].
4.2 Evolution of point defects into extended defects
High temperature annealing in vacuum or a flowing gas will increase the mo-
bility of point defects, and resulting defect configurations are highly temperature
dependent. Defects near a surface will be attracted to the surface and annihilate,
encounter each other and annihilate, or point defects of the same type will encounter
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Figure 4.1: Monte-carlo simulations in Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM)
binary collision approximation computer code [76]. A distribution of 100 keV He
ions in Si and B distribution of Si vacancies created by 100 keV He ion irradiation.
each other to form extended defect complexes. Extended interstitial-type defects are
dislocations, dislocation loops, extrinsic stacking faults, stacking fault tetrahedra,
and, in silicon, {311} rodlike defects [13]. Vacancies can cluster into divacancies,
voids and intrinsic stacking faults [58]. As voids approach equilibrium, after long
time annealing at high temperature, the shape will change from spherical to faceted
[23]. The surface energy of major planes in silicon has been reported, and the equi-
librium shape of voids is dominated by (111) and (100) plane facets [14]. For the
purpose of creating voids, ion irradiation by noble gases is advantageous. Noble gases
will not interact chemically with silicon atoms, and the presence of gas pressure in
vacancy complexes balances a portion of energy required to make a new surface [22].
Helium ion irradiation followed by annealing is an important method to form
voids in silicon because of the minimal chemical interaction of helium with silicon and
the reduced defect production of light energetic ions. Experimental and theoretical
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studies have determined that helium occupies the tetrahedral interstitial position
[1, 2]. The theoretical study of Alatalo shows that adjacent helium atoms decorating
tetrahedral interstitial sites in silicon are more energetically favorable than a single
helium atom, and that individual vacancies repel helium interstitial atoms because of
the high electron density due to dangling silicon bonds and the closed electron shell
of helium [1]. Divacancies in silicon are electrically neutral, and photoluminescence
data give evidence for trapping of helium interstitials by divacancies is shown by
photoluminescence spectra [15].
The irradiation of helium into silicon creates a distribution of point defects and
helium interstitials, and results of modeling by SRIM are shown in Figure 4.1. Upon
annealing at 250◦C, a low processing temperature, the helium profile and the accom-
panying profile of tetragonal strain of silicon lattice first moves toward the surface.
Helium atoms in the distribution beyond the median range of helium ions are the
least tightly bound. At some time after the shift of the profile towards the surface,
the total concentration of helium ions and the amount of tetragonal strain induced in
the silicon lattice start to decrease [9]. These authors estimate the average volume of
a trapped helium atom to be 4×10−23 cm3. Annealing at temperatures greater than
700◦C for more than a few minutes ensures that all helium ions have been removed
from the system. Such annealing leads to nucleation and growth of voids around the
projected range of helium ions.
There are three regimes of bubble nucleation and void growth [22]. The first
regime is insufficient ion fluence or annealing to form voids large enough to be seen
in transmission electron microscopy, around 1 nm diameter. The second regime is
an intermediate density of voids centered more tightly around the projected range of
helium ions that can grow up to 100 nm diameter with sufficient annealing [13, 58, 22].
The third regime is sufficient fluence and annealing for a large amount of uniform
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voids of diameter less than or equal to around 10 nm, up to 10% of the volume across
a certain depth greater than 100 nm across, in a wide region centered around the
projected range of the helium ion irradiation. One group of authors asserts that the
threshold fluence to acheive the high uniform density of voids after high temperature
annealing is 1× 1016 ions cm−2 of 40 keV He ions, with that threshold increasing for
higher energy helium ion irradiation [58]. Up to one order of magnitude below this
threshold fluence, the intermediate regime of lower density of large voids is evolved.
Transmission electron micrographs of large, low density voids of the intermediate
void regime also show stress fields associated with dislocations [22, 46]. Calculations
performed on cavity-cavity and cavity-dislocation interactions, where cavity is less
specific term indicating empty void or filled bubble, reveal that cavities are attracted
to other cavities and dislocations are attracted to cavities [46]. The attractive force
between two cavities fall off as inverse of the seventh power of the distance between
the two, but the attractive force between cavity and dislocation falls off as the inverse
of the second or third power of the distance between the two, depending on the type
of dislocation. Dislocations are attracted to cavity layer buried under the surface, and
dislocations are also attracted to the surface because it is a perfect defect sink. Myers
et al implanted a silicon wafer with 1× 1017 ions cm−2 30 keV He ions and annealed
at 700◦C for 30 minutes to create a void layer with mean diameter 8 nm and volume
fraction 8% at depth 300 nm, a third regime void distribution [46]. The authors
used these parameters to calculate the forces applied to dislocations by void region
and surface, and found that dislocations between the surface and 300 nm depth are
strongly attracted to the surface. Dislocations in the bulk deeper than the voided
layer are strongly attracted to the voided layer, and experience equilibrium near
the center of the voided layer [46]. Transmission electron micrographs confirm these
conclusions. Additional investigation by transmission electron microscopy shows that
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dislocations and voids make an intersecting network, even though the dislocation
paths are sometimes torturous [46].
4.3 Diffusion of impurities in silicon and their interaction with defects
Impurities can be introduced in silicon in many different ways, including the
Czochrawlski wafer fabrication process discussed in Chapter 2. An important phe-
nomenon for this study is the evolution of voids in silicon, and the presence of
impurities such as carbon or oxygen alter the evolution of voids in silicon [12, 16].
Equivalent concentrations of oxygen and carbon do not equivalently limit growth
because of the different phases of the two at processing temperatures. Number of
trapped oxygen atoms in each void is limited by overpressurisation, but trapping
of carbon atoms is not limited because processing temperatures are less than melt-
ing temperatures of carbon phases. The presence of both carbon and oxygen limits
void growth, but oxygen is more uniformly distributed than carbon because it is in
gaseous phase.
Implantation of silicon ions in order to introduce point defects without adding
chemical effects of impurities has a weak limiting effect on void growth by intro-
ducting additional interstitials which annihilate with vacancies [12]. As discussed in
Section 4.2 of Chapter 4, point defects repel helium interstitial atoms, so increas-
ing concentration of point defects will limit migration of helium atoms and increase
likelihood of point defect recombination, suppressing void nucleation and evolution.
The metals titanium, vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, cop-
per and palladium are soluble at interstitial sites in silicon, and the metals zinc,
platinum and gold at substitutional sites [47]. Diffusion of these metals is generally
very rapid. The presence of metal contamination in silicon devices due to one or
more of the dozens of processing steps during fabrication degrades the performance
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of these devices, and has led researchers to develop methods to trap metals in de-
fects introduced by ion irradiation away from the sensitive portion of these devices
[32]. This field has developed to investigate, both experimentally and by modeling,
the interactions of diffusing impurity atoms with dislocations and cavities, and has
contributed to a deeper understanding of transient-enhanced diffusion of boron, an
important p-type dopant [29, 65, 75].
4.4 Interaction of metals with cavities in silicon and structure of precipitated
metal nanoparticles
The trapping of copper, gold, iron, cobalt, platinum and silver by cavities in
silicon has been studied [10, 11, 52, 57, 38]. Gold and copper are trapped in voids and
in other defects not containing voids, and this trapping is metastable [72]. Cavities
or voids with larger curvature (smaller diameter) are more efficient metal trapping
sites [62]. The presence of interstitial- or vacancy-type defects increases the thermal
budget necessary to equilibrate metal concentration throughout a silicon wafer [48].
The presence of oxygen, introduced by the Czochrawlski growth process or other
ways, makes Au trapping in H-induced voids less stable [70].
The number of valence electrons of the metal atom dictates the relative strength
of bonds in different configurations. Multivalent cobalt and iron are more strongly
bound in silicide compound precipitates, with multiple silicon atom neighbors, than
on the inner surface of a cavity. Monovalent copper and gold are more strongly
bound on the inner surface of a cavity, which can be referred to as “chemisorption”,
than as a silicide compound [54]. There is further evidence of ordered and disordered
chemisorption of gold on the inner surface of cavities in silicon, where the ordered
chemisorption is characterized by higher binding energy and long-range structural
order of gold [48]. This ordered chemisorption represents the growth of bulk phase
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gold precipitates in silicon with a well-defined boundary limited to the size of the
initiating void [74].
Additional studies of Cu, Ag and Pt adsorption on inner surfaces support this
conclusion. Increasing the amount of irradiation fluence of 70 keV Pt and Ag above
1 × 1014 cm−2 caused monotonically increasing Ag trapping, whereas trapping of
Pt, which readily forms silicide, in void region saturated due to sufficient to initiate
silicidation [36]. Increasing the Cu ion irradiation fluence up to 3 × 1015 cm−2,
exceeding the amount of Cu required for monolayer coverage of voids induced by H
ion irradiation, causes large nanoparticle precipitates to form [71]. Wong-Leung et
al even speculate that bulk phase Cu is grown inside voids based on fleeting glimpses
of Moire fringes when investigating specimens by TEM, but no direct experimental
evidence supporting this is presented [71]. A study by another group shows that
there is a threshold He ion irradiation fluence of 6× 1015 cm−2 for Cu to be trapped
by voids grown at depth 1.2 µm [52].
Bulk, crystalline gold grown inside silicon presents a unique opportunity to study
the crystal structure by channeling Rutherford backscattering spectrometry. The lo-
cation of silicon and gold crystalline axes can be determined independently by finding
the position or positions of minimum backscattering yields. Channeling studies of
gold nanoparticle precipitates show that there is some channeling, with the backscat-
tering yield decreasing by almost a factor of two along the 〈110〉 crystalline axis [73].
However, the results are not sufficiently conclusive to indicate the atomic position
of gold atoms in the precipitates. The alignment of monolayer of platinum atoms
adsorbed on inner surface of H-induced voids with silicon atomic planes are observed,
and measurable decrease in minimum yields of 〈100〉, 〈110〉 and 〈111〉, with 〈110〉
minimum yield min = 0.56± 0.03 [35].
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5. HETEROEPITAXIAL GROWTH OF METALS ON SILICON SURFACES
Careful growth of silver film on silicon will yield alignment of the two crystals
[41]. Park et al. showed that small silver islands on silicon surface are aligned almost
perfectly by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry, X-ray diffraction and electron
microscopy[53]. Critical size of silver clusters for orientation to silicon substrate is
12 nm, and atomic planes of silver are rotated with respect to silicon atomic planes
if silver cluster diameter is less than critical size [42].
5.1 Heteroepitaxy: The coincident site lattice model
Heteroepitaxial growth of supercells of any two lattice-mismatched materials has
been postulated mathematically [77]. The number of unit cells required to make a
nearly-periodic supercell of the interface can be calculated for any two materials with
specified crystal type. For instance, for two materials with same crystal structure
and lattice parameter difference of 10%, a supercell utilizing 10:9 heteroepitaxial
relationship would have mismatch of 1%. The lattice parameters of silicon and
silver are 5.431 A˚and 4.085 A˚, respectively, and the lattice mismatch of the two
is 24.5%. For (100) orientation of silver and silicon, the periodic heteroepitaxial
supercell relationship is two silver atomic planes for three silicon atomic planes, and
for (110) and (111) orientations, the supercell is four silver atomic planes for three
silicon atomic planes. Every fourth silver atomic plane and third silicon atomic plane
are periodic within 0.2%. The dependence on orientation is caused by the different
lattice structures, face-centered cubic (fcc) for silver and diamond-like for silicon. In
(110) and (111) orientations, fcc and diamondlike lattice structures each have four
atomic plane spacings per unit cell, whereas for (100) orientation, fcc has two atomic
plane spacings and diamondlike lattice has four atomic plane spacings per unit cell.
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Figure 5.1: A Plane-view and B cross-section of (blue) Ag(111) on (yellow) Si(111),
with co-incident sites circled in white. Materials Studio Materials Visualizer from
Accelrys, Inc. is used to make this figure.
The crystalline structure of gold is the same as silver, and the lattice parameter is
4.078 A˚, so the crystallographic match of silver and gold to silicon could be similar.
Gold has been grown heteroepitaxially on silicon (100) and (111) faces and silicon
nanowires by galvanic displacement, a type of wet chemical electroless deposition,
using gold salts [61].
The co-incident site lattice model for heteroepitaxial growth of silver on silicon
was proposed by LeGoues et al [41]. Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show plan-view and
cross-sectional views of Ag on Si with different orientations. The heteroepitaxial
relationship for Ag(111) on Si(111) is obvious in Fig. 5.1, but less so for Ag(100)
on Si(100) in Fig. 5.2. There are no obvious co-incident lattice sites for Ag(110) on
Si(110), but there are a number of near-misses. The (100) and (111) projections of
the fcc and diamond-like lattices are similar, whereas there is significant difference
for (110) projection of those two crystal structures.
Heteroepitaxial film growth is not homoepitaxial, dislocation-free growth, where
atomic planes align perfectly across an interface. Silver clusters grown on the (111)
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Figure 5.2: A Plane-view and B cross-section of (blue) Ag(100) on (yellow) Si(100).
No co-incident sites are circled. Materials Studio Materials Visualizer from Accelrys,
Inc. is used to make this figure.
Figure 5.3: A Plane-view and B cross-section of (blue) Ag(110) on (yellow) Si(110),
with possible co-incident sites circled in white. However, these sites are not very
convincing. Materials Studio Materials Visualizer from Accelrys, Inc. is used to
make this figure.
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surface of and aligned with monocrystalline silicon bulk have strain 0.3% [42]. Het-
eroepitaxy must be accompanied by some strain, but the decrease from 25% strain,
required by homoepitaxial growth of silver on silicon, to 0.3% is advantageous.
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6. INTRODUCTION TO RUTHERFORD BACKSCATTERING
SPECTROMETRY AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AND
DIFFRACTOMETRY
The experimental methods used to characterize the structure, size and density of
nanoparticles are transmission electron microscopy and diffractometry and Ruther-
ford backscattering spectrometry. Transmission electron microscopy is based on mea-
suring the electron beam that is transmitted through a piece of material that is less
than a few hundred nanometers thick. This method can resolve changes in den-
sity, atomic number, and stress on the order of angstroms. Electron diffractometry
measures diffraction of beam off of atomic planes, revealing the atomic structure.
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry is based on elastic collisions of an incident
ion with low atomic mass, e.g helium, and high energy with heavier atoms at rest
in the material of interest. This experimental method can be used to determine the
depth distribution of atoms with differing atomic masses, especially the distribu-
tion of higher atomic mass elements in a material consisting of lower atomic mass
elements.
6.1 Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
This technique is named for Ernest Rutherford, whose graduate students, Geiger
and Marsden, tested Rutherford’s hypothesis on the nuclear structure of matter by
measuring how a beam of α particles (helium nuclei) is scattered by thin foil of gold
[8]. The angular dependence of the scattering, which includes backscattering, indi-
cated that atoms consist of heavy nuclei surrounded by light electrons. Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry (RBS) remains a prominent tool today, amongst the
various methods of ion beam analysis, to characterize solid materials. It is valuable
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for determining the depth dependence of elemental concentrations near a surface. If
the material is monocrystalline, atomic displacement data can also be extracted by
carefully aligning the ion beam with crystal axes or planes.
The utility of RBS is based on combination of elastic and inelastic energy loss of
analyzing ion beam as it penetrates the material of interest. Elastic energy loss occurs
when the incoming ion has a nuclear scattering event with an atom in the material
being analyzed. The incoming ion also loses energy in the material by Coulombic
interaction due to the non-zero charge state of the incoming ion. Electrons in the
material being analyzed interact with the high energy ion and cause some of the
kinetic energy of the ion to be lost for every atomic layer of material the ion traverses.
Data obtained by is the number of incoming ions that are scattered through a
specified angle ( 90◦) with certain energy. Knowledge of the angle, energy and mass
of the incoming ion combined with angle, mass and energy of the backscattered ion
are used to determine the mass of the atom in the material being analyzed which
participates in the scattering event. Depth information can be determined relatively,
or absolutely in some cases, by comparing inelastic energy loss due to interaction
with atomic electrons.
The data in a RBS energy spectrum is counts versus channel, where channel
number is linearly proportional to energy of backscattered beam particles. The
counts per channel is proportional to the areal density of atoms of a specific atomic
mass that the ion interacted with in the sample material. Volumetric densities and
concentrations can be extracted by assuming the densities of target materials. Figure
6.1 shows an example RBS energy spectrum from 50 nm Si/60 nm Si0.8Ge0.2/Si
heterostructure grown by molecular beam epitaxy, a slow and exacting way to grow
films [20, 26]. Counts obtained from incident ions backscattering off of heavier Ge
atoms are in the isolated peak at higher channel number, which corresponds to
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Figure 6.1: Energy spectrum of He ions backscattered 165◦ from 50 nm Si/60 nm
Si0.8Ge0.2/Si heterostructure.
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higher energy, and counts from lighter Si atoms make the continuum starting at
lower channel number, or lower energy. The depletion of Si atoms in the 60 nm thick
Si0.8Ge0.2 layer is shown by the dip in the Si counts below the surface. The peak at
low energy on top of the Si continuum is from carbon deposited on sample surface
during RBS analysis.
The ideal backscattering spectrum from a pure material with uniform density has
uniform backscattering yield starting at backscattering energy KEO, which is from
ions backscattering from the surface of material, extending to backscattering energy
<< KEO. The uniform backscattering yield in each channel (backscattering energy
bin) indicates that density of the material does not vary with depth, and that there is
little or no noise in the detector electronics. In practice, a logarithmically increasing
“tail” of low energy noise is overlaid on every backscattering energy spectrum, but
the effect of this can be minimized with properly functioning electronic components
and careful experimental design. Also, backscattering from the surface does not
appear like the desired step function, but rather has some slope and few counts at
higher energy.
RBS is performed in a vacuum chamber with the sample mounted to a goniome-
ter which can manipulate the sample position and orientation with high accuracy
(±0.0005” for translation, ±0.05◦ for rotation). Figure 6.2 shows a schematic of an
incoming ion beam incident on a goniometer with a solid state detector at a fixed
backscattering angle.
6.1.1 Energy loss due to elastic scattering
For a nuclear, elastic scattering event, the target atom mass M2 must be greater
than the incoming particle mass M1 for backscattering to occur. The change in en-
ergy, ∆E = E ′ − E0, for particle with mass M1, incoming energy E0 and outgoing
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of four-axis goniometer and solid state detector. One axis
is rotation of the sample about the beam, one is translation in one direction, and
the final two axes are for tilting sample with respect to the beam. The energy of
ions backscattered through a fixed solid angle is collected by the solid-state surface
barrier detector.
energy E ′ which elastically scatters is determined by the angle through which M1
scatters and the mass M2 of the target atom which is initially at rest. In the lab-
oratory frame of reference, for any combination of projectile mass M1, target mass
M2 and scattering angle θ, the ratio of energy loss due to elastic scattering is found
by solving the conservation of energy and momentum equations. Solving in terms of
the ratio of scattered ion energy to incident ion energy gives the equation for K, the
kinematic factor,
K =
E ′
E0
=

(
M22 −M21 sin2 θ
)1/2
+M1 cos θ
M1 +M2

2
(6.1)
where E ′ is the energy of the backscattered ion entering the detector, E0 is the energy
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of the incoming ion beam, θ is the angle through which the ion is scattered in the
laboratory frame of reference, and M1 and M2 are the masses of the projectile and
target atoms, respectively [67]. Values for the kinematic factor K, though easy to
calculate, are tabulated by Chu et al and Tesmer et al for common ion beams (e.g.
H, He, Li) and target masses up to lead so that quick calibrations can be made to
accurately determine the relation of output channel to energy[8, 67].
Rutherford backscattering analysis is best suited for detection of heavy elements
on or near the surface of a lighter substrate. In a thick target, the backscattering
signal from beam atoms penetrating deeply into the substrate before scattering will
obscure the signal of elements with lower atomic mass than the substrate. High
concentrations of light elements on the surface of a sample will be observed in the RBS
energy spectrum, but this signal will be rendered unusable by the large background
contributed by the substrate. Other methods of ion beam analysis such as particle-
induced X- or γ-ray emission, elastic recoil detection and nuclear reaction analysis
can be utilized if a particular material of interest will not produce satisfactory RBS
data [67].
6.2 Channeling RBS
Ion channeling is achieved by aligning the ion beam with a crystal plane or axis
in a monocrystalline material. Such alignment, usually within 0.5◦ or less, causes
the backscattering yield to decrease by up to two orders of magnitude in a crystal
with low defect concentration. Thermal vibrations of atoms in crystal decrease the
width of channel, so measurements are performed on cooled samples or at room
temperature. When the beam hits the surface of a material, ions that approach too
close to atomic rows are scattered, creating a small peak in channeling backscattering
spectra called the surface peak. At a depth near the surface, any remaining ions with
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Figure 6.3: Random and channeled backscattering energy spectra from a 2 MeV He
beam incident on Si containing buried Ag nanoparticles. Ion beam is aligned with
the 〈110〉 axis in channeling spectrum.
trajectories unsuitable for channeling are scattered away.
Once the ions are inside the “channel”, due to alignment with either crystal-
lographic axis or atomic plane, interaction with atomic electrons has the effect of
gently steering and focusing the ions. Essentially, the channeled ion is subjected to
continuous electronic potentials due to the rows or atoms, and the inelastic energy
loss due to interaction with atomic electrons is less in channeling mode compared to
non-oriented random mode. However, there is also thermal vibration which stochas-
tically changes the dimensions of the channel. A small amount of dechanneling is
caused by these thermal vibrations which cause the dechanneled ion to encounter
sample atoms under different alignment condition. The dechanneled ion can then
elastically scatter and possibly contribute to the measured backscattering yield. The
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way a channeled ion can be directly backscattered, instead of dechanneling then
scattering, is by encountering a crystalline defect in its path.
6.2.1 Backscattering energy spectra
An energy spectrum of backscattered ions obtained by aligning the ion beam with
a crystal axis or plane, referred to as a channeling spectrum, is compared to an energy
spectrum obtained when the beam is not aligned with a crystal axis or plane, referred
to as a random spectrum, to determine the crystallinity of material. Aligning the
ion beam with crystal axis or atomic plane reduces the effective areal density of the
material interacting with the beam, leading to the decreased backscattering yield.
Adjacent to the specimen tilt angle corresponding to effective minimum areal density
resulting from channeling the ion beam is a tilt angle corresponding to effective
maximum areal density, and more on this can be learned from Fig. 6.4 on page 39.
A random spectrum must be obtained by tilting the sample to an orientation such
that the areal density is uniform and corresponds to bulk volumetric density of the
material being analyzed.
Backscattering yield can be decreased by up to two orders of magnitude by align-
ing the ion beam within the critical angle of a crystal axis in a sample with low
defect concentration. Figure 6.3 shows random spectrum and channeled spectrum
measured from the 〈110〉 axis of (001)-oriented silicon containing silver nanoparti-
cles with 2 MeV He analyzing beam. This spectrum is a key experimental result
from this research project, and will be explained in that context in Chapter 9. The
ideal random spectrum is a box, but this spectrum shows a number of non-ideal
characteristics commonly encountered in RBS analysis. At lower energies, the tail
of the random energy spectrum increases due to noise caused by overlap of counts.
Around channel 90, the presence of carbon contamination on the surface of the sam-
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ple, from oil in roughing and high vacuum pumps, is apparent. The small peak in
the channeling spectrum around channel 150 is from silicon point defects near the
silver nanoparticles. The silicon surface peak is around channel 265. Just below the
surface peak, around channel 250, the counts from channeling and random spectrum
can be compared to determine the minimum yield in this sample. The inset in Fig.
6.3 shows backscattering counts from silver atoms in the silicon sample. Silver on
the surface of the sample is responsible for counts in highest channels, and buried
silver is responsible for counts in lower channels. The random spectrum has a peak
of buried silver areal density, but the channeling spectrum does not, indicating that
silver atoms located in peak are not in the right crystallographic position to dechan-
nel ions travelling in the 〈110〉 axis. The crystallographic position of defects, in this
case silver atoms, can be elucidated by careful investigation using angular scanning,
discussed later in this chapter.
6.2.2 Extracting quantitative data from RBS channeling
A simple way to extract quantitative data from channeling and random energy
spectra is to compare the counts collected in the same channel of different spectra.
The channeling yield, χ, is the ratio of the counts in the same channel of aligned and
non-aligned energy spectra,
χ =
Ci
CR
(6.2)
where Ci is counts in channel i in an aligned energy spectrum and CR is counts in
channel i in a non-aligned, random energy spectrum. A control sample, unaltered by
experiment, should also be used as a reference. This reference sample is commonly
referred to as the “virgin” sample, and this terminology unfortunately persists. For
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the control sample, unaltered by experiment, the channeling yield should be 1–4%,
as stated in Subsection 6.2.3. The relative disorder, which can be normalized defect
concentration in limited cases, nD/n, in the axis being analyzed can be expressed as
nD
n
=
χiE − χiV
1− χiV
=
CiE − CiV
CR − CiV
(6.3)
where superscript i is the channel in all spectra, subscripts E and V refer to chan-
neling spectra from experimental samples and virgin (reference) sample, subscript R
refers to random spectrum, χ refers to channeling yield and Ci refers to counts in
channel i as described in equation 6.2.
It must be noted that the random spectrum must be close to ideal for this compar-
ison of channeled and random yield to be accurate. By definition, different depths
are represented by the same channel number in random and channeling spectra.
Different ion beam alignment conditions result in different amount of energy loss
when an ion penetrates a given depth before scattering. If the material of interest
is on the surface, this difference is negligible. However, increasing depth from the
surface causes increasing separation of channels corresponding to same depth. For
an ideal (or near-ideal) random backscattering energy spectrum, the backscattering
yield changes little with increasing depth into the sample so that CR C
i
R C
i−10
R C
i+10
R
rendering this point moot.
6.2.3 Angular scanning
The angular “width” of the channel can be found by plotting counts versus tilting
angle across the channel. This width indicates the allowable angle interval for the
ion beam to be channeled [43]. This value can be calculated for any combination of
incoming particle, target atom and ideal crystalline axis by the equation
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Figure 6.4: Backscattering yield from the near-surface region as a function of tilt
angle across the 〈100〉 axis in bulk Si. The half-angle Ψ1/2 is half of the full-width
half-maximum of the dip.
Ψ1/2 =
√
2Z1Z2e2
Ed
(6.4)
where Z1 and Z2 are the atomic numbers of the incoming ion and target atoms,
respectively, e is the charge of an electron in coulombs, E is the energy of the incom-
ing ion in MeV, d is the atomic spacing along the crystalline axis being probed in
angstroms and the resulting value is given in units of degrees [8]. Thermal vibrations
cause displacements of the atomic rows, and other crystalline defects can also cause
irregularities in the atomic rows, so this value should be treated as an estimate.
The value Ψ1/2 can be measured from an angular scan like Figure 6.4 by measuring
the minimum yield value, χmin, and measuring the angular width corresponding to
a height determined by
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1− χmin
2
. (6.5)
The measured angular width is 2Ψc ≈ 2Ψ1/2 [21]. Experimentally measured values
for the critical angle of the 〈100〉 axes for Si, Ge and W are 0.63◦, 0.80◦ and 1.97◦.
Figure 6.4 shows an example of normalized yield of 2 MeV He ions backscattered
from the near-surface region of bulk (100)-oriented Si as it was tilted through the
〈100〉 axis.
The backscattering yield of angular scans are normalized by using calculating the
channeling yield of the desired energy range in channeling and random backscattered
energy spectra. These data are plotted versus tilting angle, where the center of the
axial channel is defined as 0◦. The sample is rotated so that the tilting of the sample
is not parallel to a plane channel, ensuring the beam does not strike a plane channel.
Every axis is composed of the convergence of multiple atomic planes. More than
a few degrees from the axis, the backscattering yield has no strong dependence on
tilt angle. This condition is referred to as “un-aligned” or “random”. As the beam
approaches the axis (within 1–2◦), it scans through a portion of effective maximum
areal density, creating a “shoulder” in the yield curve. After the beam scans past
this “shoulder” region, yield begins to decrease to values from 1–4% of the yield of
the non-aligned portion of the curve, depending on the energy and species of the
projectile and the target, and if the target is free of defects.
The position of defects can be determined by comparing angular scans across dif-
ferent crystalline axes. Preferred orientation of interstitial defects, for example, can
be determined by investigation of two or three major axes. Tetrahedral interstitials
in a face centered cubic and diamond-like lattices can be found by comparing angular
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scans of the 〈100〉 and 〈110〉 axes, as shown in Figure 6.5. In the projection of the
channel of the 〈111〉 FCC axis, tetrahedral interstitials are shielded by atomic rows.
Helium atoms take tetrahedral positions in silicon and diamond, but the angular
scans of 〈110〉 axis show single peak at center of axial channel instead of a bi-modal
peak [2]. The tetrahedral interstice of diamond-like lattice measured experimentally
is not a bi-modal peak centered in the channel, as Fig. 6.5 suggests, but a broad
peak centered in the channel.
6.3 Transmission electron microscopy
The resolution limit of light microscopy is around one-half of the wavelength of
light being used, so for green light with wavelength 500 nm, the smallest resolvable
object must be larger than 250 nm. Electron microscopy is able to resolve smaller
objects than light microscopy because the wavelength of 200 keV electrons is 2.5 pm
[25]. An electron microscope is required to resolve voids and particles on the order
of tens of nanometers. For this project, which has voids and nanoparticles at depth
of several hundred nanometers buried inside silicon wafer, an electron beam probes
a thin specimen of material containing voids and/or nanoparticles.
A transmission electron microscope consists of many components, shown in Figure
6.6. A focused beam of electrons with high energy originate from an electron source.
The beam is manipulated by multiple apertures and electromagnetic or electrostatic
lenses before and after penetrating the specimen to be analyzed. Finally, electrons
are collected, and the manner in which the beam is manipulated determines the type
of final “image”, or micrograph, formed.
Bright-field TEM is the most common mode of operation, easiest to obtain and
straight-forward to analyze. In the case of bright-field TEM, brighter spots corre-
spond to low-Z material (with fewer atomic electrons) and darker spots to high-Z
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Figure 6.5: (blue) Lattice and (red) tetrahedral interstitial positions and their pro-
jection into the 〈100〉 and 〈110〉 axes of face-centered cubic (FCC) and diamond-like
crystal structure. Yellow dashed lines outline one unit cell.
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Figure 6.6: Schematic of transmission electron microscope.
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material (with more atomic electrons). Other sources of contrast do not depend on
the amount of electrons but can depend on the amount of stress/strain in the ma-
terial, e.g. around a dislocation loop or the thickness of material if specimen is not
uniform.
6.4 Electron diffraction
The beam of electrons made in a transmission electron microscope is coherent,
meaning all electrons have the same velocity and phase. An electron diffraction
pattern results from coherent scattering which satisfies Bragg’s Law, shown in Eq.
6.6,
nλ = 2d sin θ (6.6)
where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of particle before scattering, d is the
separation between neighboring atoms that cause scattering, and θ is the angle of
incident particle. Constructive interference between particles scattered from different
atoms occurs if the difference in distance traveled between the two is 2d sin θ. Thus,
spots in an electron diffraction pattern indicate the spacing of atomic planes that
scattered the incident electron beam. For an electron beam hitting a monocrystalline
specimen, the few spots indicate that Bragg’s law is satisfied for that geometry,
and the spatial separation and orientation of atomic planes can be determined by
applying Eq. 6.6. Destructive interference causes the large area with no diffraction
spots. For a polycrystalline sample, there are well defined rings that show the spacing
of atomic planes but not orientation due to presense of crystals with many different
orientations. The electron diffraction pattern from an amorphous material should
not contain any sign of ordering, and should appear to be one big fuzzy dot.
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6.5 Scanning TEM and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
Scanning TEM (STEM) is based on measuring highly scattered and secondary
electrons from specimen using high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector
placed near the back side of specimen, shown in Fig. 6.6. In the case of STEM,
bright contrast indicates more atomic electrons, which means higher-Z atoms, and
dark contrast indicates fewer atomic electrons, or lower-Z atoms. The electron beam
is focused into a very small probe, possibly less than 1 nm diameter, and scanned
or rastered over the area of interest. The intensity of highly scattered or secondary
electrons collected in HAADF detector with probe on each pixel is then displayed as
a scanning transmission electron micrograph.
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy is a technique to measure elemental con-
centration by the energy and relative quantity of X-rays emitted from specimen. The
electron beam excites atomic electrons sufficiently for ejection from the atom, and
characteristic X-rays are emitted when electrons in higher orbitals take the place
of electrons ejected from more tightly-bound lower orbitals. The sensitivity of this
technique is around 2 at.%.
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7. DECORATION OF VOIDS IN SILICON BY GOLD ATOMS
7.1 Experimental methods
A limited number of successful experimental conditions have been found among
a broad number of attempts. These parameters are summarized in Tables 7.1, 7.2
and 7.3. All experiments are performed on 300 um thick p-type silicon wafers with
(001) orientation grown by float-zone technique doped with boron to resistivity 5−10
−cm.
Table 7.1 details a straightforward approach consisting of forming voids by He
ion irradiation and annealing followed by Au film deposition and diffusion heat treat-
ment. Two high He ion fluences, 1× 1017 and 5× 1016 cm−2, and two high tempera-
tures for defect annealing, 750 and 950◦C, for fixed time of two hours are investigated.
After ion irradiation and defect annealing, 100 nm of Au is deposited by magnetron
sputtering without any surface pre-treatment. Then, Au is diffused during 20 minute
heat treatment at 750◦C.
Both defect annealing and diffusion heat treatment are performed in vacuum
utilizing a hot-zone approach, where samples are placed in quartz boat and inserted
into the hot-zone of the furnace at stated temperature using transfer rod. Two
minutes are added to each anneal or heat treatment to allow the sample and quartz
boat to heat up to furnace hot-zone temperature.
An attempt to understand the role of the sequence of ion irradiation, defect an-
nealing, metal deposition and diffusion heat treatment is attempted in experimental
conditions listed in Table 7.2. The ion fluence for each of Au5-16 is fixed at 5× 1016
cm−2 He ions. However, for Au5-13, 55 nm thick Au film is deposited before ion
irradiation, and for Au14-16, 55 nm thick Au film is deposited after ion irradiation
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Label Fluence (cm−2) Anneal Temp. (◦C) Anneal Time (hr.)
Au1 1× 1017 950 2
Au2 1× 1017 750 2
Au3 5× 1016 950 2
Au4 5× 1016 750 2
Table 7.1: Summary of experimental conditions attempted to fabricate gold nanopar-
ticles in silicon. Following defect annealing, samples were deposited with 100 nm Au
by magnetron sputtering, then heat treated for 20 minutes at 750◦C to diffuse metal
to voids. All annealing occurred in vacuum furnace.
and defect annealing. In order for He ions to penetrate to same depth in both cases,
He ion energy for Au5-13 is set to 120 keV, and for Au14-16 to 100 keV. The goal
of Au5-10 is to irradiate Si that has Au film on the surface with He ions and then
anneal for one hour at temperatures ranging from 350− 850◦C to study Au diffusion
while voids are formed. The pressure in vacuum furnace for this series varies between
0.1−2×10−6 torr while sample is in hot-zone. Before Au film deposition, samples are
rinsed with acetone, methanol and DI H2O five times, then held over open container
of HF acid for 15 seconds “vapor etching” and finally rinsed in DI H2O.
Void nucleation and metal diffusion do not necessarily have to be caused by sep-
arate processes. We investigate if the four step process with two heat treating steps,
first investigated by samples Au1-4, can be decreased to three steps by conflating
defect annealing and diffusion heat treatment into one heat treatment. The series of
samples Au11-13 and Au14-16 are designed to be a direct comparison of the effect
of the sequence of metal film deposition with one final heat treatment versus ion
irradiation and defect annealing followed by metal film deposition and diffusion heat
treatment. Samples Au11-13 are deposited with 55 nm thick Au film by magnetron
sputtering, then implanted with 5 × 1016 cm−2 120 keV He ions. After metal film
deposition and ion implanation, each sample is subjected to a compound annealing
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Label Fluence (cm−2) He+ Energy (keV) Anneal Temp. (◦C) Anneal Time (hr.)
Au5 5× 1016 120 350 1
Au6 5× 1016 120 450 1
Au7 5× 1016 120 550 1
Au8 5× 1016 120 650 1
Au9 5× 1016 120 750 1
Au10 5× 1016 120 850 1
Au11 5× 1016 120 500 1*
Au12 5× 1016 120 650 1*
Au13 5× 1016 120 800 1*
Au14 5× 1016 100 500 1
Au15 5× 1016 100 650 1
Au16 5× 1016 100 800 1
Table 7.2: Summary of experimental conditions attempted to fabricate gold nanopar-
ticles in silicon. All annealing occurred in vacuum furnace. For samples Au5-13,
Au film with thickness 55 nm deposited before He ion irradiation and subsequent
annealing. For samples Au14-16, silicon wafers are first implanted with He ions,
then annealed at listed temperatures. Following this defect annealing, 55 nm Au
deposited and then samples annealed for an additional hour at 450◦C in vacuum.
Samples Au11-13 were subjected to compound annealing, where samples are first
annealed at 450◦C for one hour, then removed from hot zone and furnace turned up
to listed temperature and sample annealed for one additional hour. The time be-
tween compound anneals is 20 minutes. This compound annealing step is undertaken
so that total thermal budget for samples Au11-13 and Au14-16 are equivalent.
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step, where samples are annealed for one hour at 450◦C, then removed from hot-zone
for 20 minutes. After 20 minutes, the samples are re-inserted into the hot-zone that
has been heated to higher temperature, listed in Table 7.2, for additional hour. The
purpose of this torturous heat treatment is so the thermal budget of samples Au11-13
matches those of samples Au14-16, which are subjected to separate defect annealing
and diffusion heat treatment.
Samples Au14-16 are implanted with 5 × 1016 cm−2 100 keV He ions first, then
defects are annealed for one hour at temperatures listed in Table 7.2. Then, samples
are deposited with 55 nm Au by magnetron sputtering and diffusion heat treatment
of 450◦C for one hours is applied.
Deposition of Au film leads to abundant diffusion of Au into Si, shown in results in
section 7.2 of this chapter. Therefore, investigation proceeded involving low-fluence
irradiation of 60 keV Au ions to limit the amount of Au atoms available to diffuse into
silicon. The four-step process of He ion irradiation, annealing, metal ion irradiation
and diffusion heat treatment are employed. Samples Au17-32 are implanted with
1×1017 or 5×1016 cm−2 100 keV He ions. Defect annealing times are fixed to either
20 minutes or two hours at 350, 550, 750 or 950◦C in quartz tube furnace utilizing
hot-zone method. Then, samples are irradiated with 60 keV Au ions at University
of Houston Ion Beam Laboratory to fluence 1 × 1015 cm−2 60 keV Au ions, which
are expected to penetrate 32± 6 nm [76]. Heat treatment for two hours at 750◦C in
flowing N2 gas is applied to cause diffusion of Au to void region.
Following cross-sectional TEM analysis of samples in the series Au17-32, it was
decided to try to Samples Au33-35 are implanted with 1× 1016, 1× 1015 or 1× 1014
cm−2 100 keV He ions, respectively, and the rest of parameters are identical to Au17
(1× 1017 cm−2) and Au25 (5× 1016 cm−2). The purpose is to decrease void size and
density so the number density of trapping sites for Au atoms would be decreased so
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Label Fluence (cm−2) Anneal Temp. (◦C) Anneal Time (hr.)
Au17 1× 1017 950 2
Au18 1× 1017 750 2
Au19 1× 1017 550 2
Au20 1× 1017 350 2
Au21 1× 1017 950 0.33
Au22 1× 1017 750 0.33
Au23 1× 1017 550 0.33
Au24 1× 1017 350 0.33
Au25 5× 1016 950 2
Au26 5× 1016 750 2
Au27 5× 1016 550 2
Au28 5× 1016 350 2
Au29 5× 1016 950 0.33
Au30 5× 1016 750 0.33
Au31 5× 1016 550 0.33
Au32 5× 1016 350 0.33
Au33 1× 1016 950 2
Au34 1× 1015 950 2
Au35 1× 1014 950 2
Table 7.3: Summary of experimental conditions attempted to fabricate gold nanopar-
ticles in silicon. Samples first implanted with 100 keV He ions then annealed in
vacuum furnace for indicated time and temperature. Then, samples implanted with
60 keV Au ions to fluence 1× 1015 cm−2 followed by diffusion heat treatment for two
hours at 750◦C in flowing N2 gas.
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that amount of Au trapped in each void might increase. Analysis of Au diffusion is
performed by RBS analysis at UH Ion Beam Laboratory with detector positioned
at 165◦ backscattering angle detecting backscattered ions from 2 MeV He ion beam
incident in random mode.
The concentration of Au as a function of depth from surface is measured by RBS
in random mode utilizing 2 MeV He ion beam. A surface barrier detector is set
at 165◦ backscattering angle in IBM geometry at University of Houston Ion Beam
Laboratory.
Cross-sectional TEM specimens are made by mechanical polishing, dimpling and
Ar ion milling. Specimens of sample Au1 are made after ion irradiation, after ion
irradiation and defect annealing, and after ion irradiation, defect annealing, metal
film deposition and diffusion heat treatment. Specimens of samples Au12, -13, -
18, -25, -26, -29 and -33 are fabricated by traditional mechanical method. These
specimens are analyzed in JEOL JEM-2010 transmission electron microscope or FEI
Tecnai G2 F20 ST FE-TEM transmission electron microscope, both operated at 200
kV, in the Microscopy and Imaging Center at Texas A&M University.
7.2 Experimental results and discussion
There are multiple steps to creating each sample, and Figure 7.1 shows trans-
mission electron micrographs of silicon wafer after A irradiation with 1× 1017 cm−2
100 keV He ions, B after irradiation (shown in A) and defect annealing at 950◦C
for two hours, and C after irradiation and defect annealing (shown in B) followed
by 100 nm Au film deposited on surface and diffusion heat treatment at 750◦C for
20 minutes. The large amount of disorder following irradiation with 1 × 1017 cm−2
100 keV He ions results in a thick band of defects, and annealing at 950◦C for two
hours results in defect recombination and evolution into larger structures. Helium
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gas desorbs from from silicon sample in a few minutes at this annealing temperature
[9].
Rutherford backscattering spectra from samples Au1-4, described in Table 7.1,
are obtained to determine the amount of gold that diffuses and if gold is preferentially
trapped at voids. These data, shown in Figure 7.2, indicate that gold diffuses readily
into silicon following irradiation and defect annealing. There is also a small peak
in front of the Si peak that shows that Si diffuses into Au surface layer in Au1,
indicating the formation of gold silicide compound. However, no preferential trapping
is measured by RBS or TEM.
Analysis by TEM and RBS of samples Au1-4, shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, show
that the method used to fabricate the samples results in large voids, around 50 nm,
at the end of range of 100 keV He ions. However, no nanoparticles are seen in TEM
and no significant amount of Au trapping is measured by RBS. Gold diffuses too
readily into silicon, with the diffusion tail possibly obscuring a small amount of gold
atoms trapped on inner surface of voids. The binary phase diagram of Au-Si shows
that Au and Si are immiscible, with a eutectic point when Au concentration is 18.6
at%. The diffusion heat treatment temperature is 750◦C, but the Au-Si eutectic
temperature is 363◦C [50]. It is desirable to avoid formation of liquid phase Au-Si.
However, thermally driven diffusion below the eutectic temperature would require
diffusion times of hundreds of hours or more for Au to diffuse to voids at depth
around 650 nm.
Decreasing the thermal budget for annealing and heat treatment and changing
the order of ion irradiation and Au film deposition are investigated for several con-
ditions listed in Table 7.2. The possibility of accomplishing the dual goals of void
nucleation and metal diffusion in one annealing step are investigated. Samples Au5-
10 are float zone Si(100) wafers deposited with 55 nm Au by magnetron sputtering,
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Figure 7.1: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs of sample Au1 after
different stages of fabrication process. A following irradiation with 1 × 1017 cm−2
100 keV He ions. B after irradiation shown in A and defect annealing at 950◦C for
two hours. C after irradiation and defect annealing shown in A and B followed by
100 nm Au film deposited on surface and diffusion heat treatment at 750◦C for 20
minutes.
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Figure 7.2: Rutheford backscattering spectra A from samples Au1 and -3, annealed
at 950◦C for two hours following He ion irradiation to stated fluence and B from
samples Au2 and -4, annealed at 750◦C for two hours following He ion irradiation to
stated fluence. Following defect annealing for two hours, all samples are deposited
with 100 nm Au film by magnetron sputtering and heat treated for 20 minutes at
750◦C to diffuse metal inside sample.
Figure 7.3: Rutheford backscattering spectra showing Au diffusion into Si wafer
from samples Au5-10. Samples are deposited with 100 nm Au film by magnetron
sputtering then implanted with 100 keV He ions to fluence 5 × 1016 cm−2. Void
nucleation and metal diffusion are attempted in one annealing step for one hour at
specified temperatures.
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Figure 7.4: Rutheford backscattering spectra showing Au diffusion into Si wafer
from samples A Au14-16 and B Au11-13. The effect of changing the order of ion
irradiation and Au film deposition are investigated. Thermal budget for all samples
are equal, and further details are found in Table 7.2.
followed by irradiation with 5× 1016 cm−2 100 keV He ions and one hour treatment
at temperatures ranging from 350− 850◦C. Results for Au diffusion are determined
by RBS, and shown in Figure 7.3. The least diffusion occurs in annealing at 350◦C,
which is expected because that is the lowest temperature and below the eutectic
point, but the next lowest amount of Au diffusion from the surface is caused by
annealing for one hour at 850◦C. The least amount of Au is left on the surface by
annealing at 550◦C. The diffusion of Au from surface into bulk is maximum at this
temperature, 550◦C, and decreases as temperature is lowered to 350◦C as well as
when temperature is raised to 850◦C.
The results for Au diffusion determined by RBS for samples Au11-16 are shown
in Figure 7.4. The effect of the order of He ion irradiation and Au film deposition are
investigated. The results from samples Au14-16 are shown in A, the case of He ion
irradiation and defect annealing followed by metal film deposition and diffusion heat
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treatment. Gold is most efficiently diffused into the bulk after defect annealing at
the intermediate temperature, 650◦C in this case. The results from samples Au11-13
are shown in B, the case of metal film deposition followed by He ion irradiation and
annealing. These three curves show varying degrees of diffusion of Au into the bulk,
but nothing that indicates the results are particularly promising for nanoparticle
formation.
Transmission electron micrographs showing overviews of damaged layer and small
nanoparticles near the Si surface are shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. The effect on
void size due to annealing at 650◦C, in Fig. 7.5A, and 800◦C, in Fig. Fig. 7.6A,
is significant. Lower temperature does not evolve voids or anneal out most of the
disorder, whereas higher temperature creates large voids and anneals out other de-
fects besides dislocations. The nanoparticles formed near the Si surface shown in
Fig. 7.5B are sperical and less than 1 nm diameter, and those formed in Fig. 7.6B
are spherical and around 2 nm diameter. Transmission electron micrographs and
RBS data, shown in Fig. 7.4, show that there are voids, at least in Au13, and an
abundant amount of Au diffused into Si substrate, but no Au is trapped in voids.
One strategy to limit the excess Au atoms that diffuse into Si because of heat
treatment is to implant low energy Au ions into Si wafers after defect annealing
instead of depositing a film on the surface, thereby limiting the amount of Au in the
system. Samples Au17-35 are irradiated with 60 keV Au ions to fluence 1 × 1015
cm−2 in order to limit the number of Au atoms available to diffuse into Si.
RBS spectra obtained in random mode from samples Au17, -18, -25 and -26 are
shown in Figure 7.7. Inset shows channel range which has backscattering yield from
Au atoms in Si. The curve labelled “No Diff. H.T.” is taken from a Si sample irradi-
ated with Au ions but not heat treated to cause Au diffusion, and shows distribution
of irradiated Au ions. The rest of the curves show that a portion of irradiated Au
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Figure 7.5: Transmission electron micrograph cross-sections of sample Au12. A is
an overview of surface and defect band that does not appear to contain void. B
is higher resolution micrograph showing possible small nanoparticles formed in the
near-surface region.
Figure 7.6: Transmission electron micrograph cross-sections of sample Au13. A is
an overview of surface and void region. B is higher resolution micrograph showing
small nanoparticles formed near the surface.
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Figure 7.7: Rutherford backscattering spectra from samples Au17, -18, -25 and -26.
Samples Au17 and -18 have been irradiated with 1 × 1017 cm−2 and samples Au25
and -26 with 5× 1016 100 keV He ions. Defect annealing for two hours is performed
at 950◦C for Au17 and -25, and 750◦C for Au18 and -26.
remains near surface and a portion diffuses to voids. Another feature of these curves
is the odd shape of the Si backscattering yield.
Figure 7.8 shows the random RBS spectrum from sample Au26 plotted with a
simulated RBS spectrum obtained using the RBX simulation code [39]. The thick-
nesses and concentrations of Au layers extracted by simulation are estimates based
on assumption of bulk density of Au and that the only two elements measured are
Au and Si. The simulation shows that there is a region 170 nm wide where Au is
trapped. One feature not accurately described by the simulation is Si from surface
to depth 660 nm, near the projected range of He ion irradiation. Either this surface
layer of Si has higher density than bulk Si or the voided layer has significant depletion
of Si, or both. If there is a depletion of Si, it is not symmetric and extends beyond
projected range of He ion irradiation.
Transmission electron micrographs showing surface through void region of sam-
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Figure 7.8: Simulated and experimental Rutherford backscattering spectra from sam-
ples Au26. The thicknesses extracted by simulation are based on assumption that
Au nanoparticles have bulk density of 19.30 g cm−3.
ples Au26 and -18 are shown in Figure 7.9A and C, respectively. The difference
between the two samples is Au26 has lower He ion irradiation fluence than Au18 by
a factor of two. The significantly decreased width of the void layer in Fig. 7.9A
compared to C reflects this difference. The near surface regions of Au26 and -18
are shown in Fig. 7.9B and D, and nanoparticles are created in this region in both
samples. According to RBS spectra in Fig. 7.7, Au26 and -18 have similar quan-
tity of Au atoms throughout depth of interest, except Au26 has slightly more Au
trapped in void layer than Au18. Despite the number of nanoparticles observed near
the surface, and Au trapped in void layer measured by RBS, no nanoparticles are
observed in void layer. Monolayer or less coverage of voids near projected range of
He ion irradiation is likely.
Trapping of Au atoms in void layer in samples Au21, -22, -29 and -30 is large
according to Figure 7.10, larger than trapping observed for samples Au17, -18, -
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Figure 7.9: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs of samples A and B
Au26 and C and D Au18 implanted with 100 keV He ions to fluences 5× 1016 and
1 × 1017 cm−2, respectively. A and C are overviews of surface and void regions. B
and D are higher resolution micrographs showing small nanoparticles formed near
the surface.
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Figure 7.10: Rutherford backscattering spectra from samples Au21, -22, -29 and -30.
Samples Au21 and -22 have been irradiated with 1 × 1017 cm−2 and samples Au29
and -30 with 5×1016 100 keV He ions. Defect annealing for 20 minutes is performed
at 950◦C for Au21 and -29, and 750◦C for Au22 and -30.
25 and -26 in Figure 7.7. The difference between the sets of four samples is that
Au21, -22, -29 and -30 are annealed for 20 minutes, whereas Au17, -18, -25 and
-26 are annealed for two hours. Therefore, samples shown in Fig. 7.10 have more
residual defects. Diffusion of Au is greater for lower thermal budget defect annealing
compared to higher thermal budget defect annealing, shown by increased trapping
of Au in void layer and dramatically decreased retention of Au atoms at Au ion
irradiation range.
Transmission electron micrographs from two samples irradiated with 100 keV He
ions to fluence 5 × 1016 cm−2 followed by defect annealing at 950C for two hours
and 20 minutes are shown in Figure 7.11A and B, respectively. The band of defects
at projected range of 100 keV He ion irradiation created by longer annealing time
in A has more voids and fewer dislocation-type defects than defect band created by
shorter annealing time in B. Insets in each micrograph contain nanoparticles that
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Figure 7.11: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs of samples A Au25
and B Au29 implanted with 100 keV He ions to fluence 5×1016 cm−2 and annealed at
950◦C for two hours and 20 minutes, respectively. Insets in both show nanoparticles
that form near the surface.
are formed near the surface, and longer annealing time creates larger near-surface
nanoparticles. However, similar to other cases, Au trapping determined by RBS does
not result in nanoparticle formation in void region, indicating that small amount of
Au is trapped in each void or trapped in other types of defects.
In general, voids are difficult to image using TEM. However, changing the focusing
condition of the transmitted electron beam increases the Fresnel contrast of edges of
voids. The method used to image voids is generally referred to as the under-focus
over-focus method, named for progression of micrographs in under-focused, in-focus
and over-focused conditions that is used to determine void location and size. In the
case of TEM results shown from samples investigated thus far, voids are relatively
easy to image because of known location and high density.
Analysis by RBS in random mode shows that measurable amount of Au atoms
are trapped in void layers, but does not indicate what defects are trapping Au atoms.
The question of coverage of inner surfaces of voids with thin layers, even monolayers
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Figure 7.12: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs of sample Au29 in A
under-focusedB in focus andC over-focused condition. Even by using this technique,
the density of bubbles makes it difficult to determine if Au atoms are coated on inner
surface.
or less, with Au atoms is not resolved by TEM results already displayed. Figure
7.12 shows a series of micrographs obtained with electron beam A under-focused,
B in-focus and C over-focused. If there is no thin layer of Au, then each void
should be almost invisible in micrograph that is in-focus, and contrast should be
greater when micrograph is slightly out-of-focus. Of all voids shown in region probed
by micrographs in Fig. 7.12, the only one which exhibits normal void contrast is
indicated by white arrow. It is almost spherical. There are a number of other voids
that either do not exhibit the same behavior or are not spherical or both. One
possible reason for the expected contrast change to be exhibited by one void and no
others is that no other voids are located at the same position in the specimen with
respect to the electron beam. However, there are many voids and this seems unlikely.
The under-focus over-focus analysis does not prove that some voids have monolayer
of Au adsorbed on inner surfaces, but it does show that contrast changes normally
associated with changing electron beam focusing conditions are not followed by at
least some voids.
The diffusion of Au atoms in samples that have defects annealed at 350 and 550◦C
for 20 minutes or two hours following He ion irradiation are shown in Figure 7.13.
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All samples are irradiated with 100 keV He ions to fluences A 1× 1017 or B 5× 1016
cm−2. Sample Au27, in Fig. 7.13B, shows an unusual tri-modal Au distribution
instead of the normal bi-modal distribution expected from near-surface irradiation
and buried Au trapping layer. The tri-modal distribution, also seen less conclusively
in random RBS spectra in Fig. 7.13A, indicates that there is an intermediate defect
peak, possibly at depth corresponding to one-half the projected range of He ion
irradiation (Rp/2), that traps Au atoms diffusing from near-surface. The irradiation
fluence of four samples shown in Fig. 7.13A is factor of two greater than four
samples shown in B, so quantities of residual defects in each of four samples in A
are greater than counterparts in B. Of all eight samples with RBS data displayed
in Fig. 7.13, sample Au27 has lowest He ion irradiation fluence, 5× 1016 cm−2, and
highest thermal budget of defect annealing, 550◦C for two hours. Sample Au19 has
same defect annealing thermal budget but higher He ion irradiation fluence. Weak
intermediate Au trapping peak is observed in A from four samples with most defects,
and strong intermediate Au trapping peak is observed in sample Au27, which has
the least residual point defects of any of eight samples shown in Fig. 7.13. Low
temperature defect annealing and the observed intermediate Au trapping peak are
of little utility to the stated goals of this project, but should be studied for sake of
understanding intermediate Rp/2 defect behavior. No TEM specimens are made of
any samples investigated by RBS in Fig. 7.13 which could elucidate this question.
Samples Au33-35 are irradiated with decreasing He ion irradiation fluence in
order to limit the number of Au trapping sites in order to acheive nanoparticles with
measurable size at projected range of 100 keV He ions. Random RBS spectra in
Figure 7.14 obtained from these samples show that appreciable Au trapping in void
region is limited to sample Au33, and extremely limited amount of Au is trapped in
void region in samples Au34 and -35. RBS curves of samples Au34 and -35 also show
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Figure 7.13: Rutherford backscattering spectra showing Au trapped in samples A
Au19, -20, -23, and -24 and B Au27, -28, -31 and -32. Samples measured in B have
more Au atoms trapped in void region than A, and Au27 in B appears to have
significant amount of Au atoms trapped at an intermediate peak.
Figure 7.14: Rutherford backscattering spectra showing Au trapped in samples Au33,
-34 and -35. Samples have identical fabrication parameters except for decreasing
fluence of 100 keV He ions: Au33 1× 1016, -34 1× 1015 and -35 1× 1014 cm−2. Ion
fluences of 1× 1015 and 1× 1014 cm−2 do not cause Au atoms to diffuse from surface
into bulk, based on comparison with “No Diff. HT” curve in Fig. 7.7.
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significant surface contamination, indicated by decreased yield of Si and increased
yield of O at surface. Sample Au34 has a thin oxidized surface layer, but sample
Au35 has surface oxide layer more than 1 µm thick. The effect of oxidation on
diffusion of Au is not known.
Spectrum of sample Au33 shows that there is no surface oxidation, Au atoms
are trapped at an intermediate position between projected ranges of Au and He ion
irradiation near to void layer, and that Au diffuses from near-surface to void layer.
The experimentally obtained random RBS spectrum is simulated using RBX, and
simulated and experimental spectra are plotted in Figure 7.15 [39]. The comparison
of simulated spectrum assumes only Si and Au are present in sample Au33, and that
Au atoms have bulk Au density. Layer thicknesses and concentrations of Au are
estimates. The backscattering from Si shows that there are no variations in density
of Si throughout depth of interest and beyond, unlike sample Au26 shown in Fig.
7.8. The region with significant amount of Au trapping is 90 nm wide, according to
simulation.
Figure 7.16 contains micrographs from Au33 cross-sectional TEM specimen. The
overview micrograph, A, shows some small particles with dark contrast interspersed
in dislocations. Micrographs in Fig. 7.16B and C show partially and fully filled
nanoparticles, respectively, surrounded by voids. No nanoparticles are observed near
the surface, as in several other samples shown previously. Gold atoms decorate voids
in void layer.
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Figure 7.15: Simulated and experimental Rutherford backscattering spectra from
sample Au33. The thicknesses extracted by simulation are based on assumption
that Au nanoparticles have bulk density of 19.30 g cm−3.
Figure 7.16: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs of sample Au33 A
overview B void partially filled with Au atoms and C voids fully filled with Au
atoms.
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Figure 7.17: A Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph and B scanning
transmission electron micrograph of sample Au33.
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7.3 Analysis of gold nanoparticles by high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy, scanning transmission electron microscopy, and energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy
The nanoparticles in sample Au33 are examined in more detail by additional
electron microscopy techniques to determine elemental composition and, if possible,
crystallographic structure of nanoparticles and surrounding silicon host material.
Comparison of TEM and scanning TEM in Figure 7.17 indicates that dark particles in
bright-field TEM contain high-Z material, and that more high-Z material is dispersed
throughout the void layer. Voids are clearly seen in STEM (Fig.7.17B as large holes
with dark contrast. The source of hazy, dispersed secondary electrons is assumed to
be Au atoms trapped at defects other than voids or nanoparticles, but the nature of
these defects is not known.
Presence of Au is confirmed by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Fig-
ure 7.18 contains A transmission electron micrograph with two red arrows showing
the damage caused by line scans of the electron beam across two features collected
in scanning mode: B a nanoparticle and C a void and dislocation. Scanning trans-
mission electron micrographs, where the image is formed by highly scattered or sec-
ondary electrons collected by a high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector, are
shown in B and C, and X-ray yield collected right-to-left from each position of the
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scans indicated by red arrows are
displayed in bottom panes. X-ray yields with characteristic energies of Si-K, Au-M
and Au-L shells are plotted. The energies of the Au-M electron shells are 2.21-3.42
keV , for Au-L 11.2-14.4 keV , and for Si-K 1.84 keV [64, 33]. The transmission elec-
tron micrograph is obtained following scanning TEM and EDS collection, and the
damage from focusing intense electron beam at each position indicates position and
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breadth of each line scan.
The EDS line scan across the nanoparticle is straight-forward to interpet: Au
atoms are trapped in void, and the large yield of Au-M and Au-L characteristic X-rays
confirms this. Accompanying the presence of Au is depletion of Si-K characteristic
X-rays, showing that Au replaces Si for a portion of the thickness of the TEM
specimen. However, there is another effect that causes Si characteristic X-ray yield
to be reduced even further. The electron beam penetrates the specimen ejecting
electrons from the K-shell of Si atoms, and some fraction of the characteristic X-
rays are emitted into the solid angle subtended by the HAADF detector. X-rays
emitted from Si electron shells that have to penetrate Au nanoparticle have lower
probability of being collected in HAADF detector than X-rays that do not have to
penetrate Au, so the apparent Si atom concentration appears lower in the region
with Au nanoparticle. The Au nanoparticle shields Si atoms lying beyond it from
the electron beam, and shields the HAADF detector from some characteristic X-rays
emitted from Si atoms.
The EDS line scan across the void in Figure 7.18 is challenging to interpret. There
exist in this sample fully- and partially-filled nanoparticles, voids that may or may
not have monolayer coverage of Au atoms on inner surfaces, and dislocation lines and
loops. Gold atoms trapped in dislocations would cause sharp increase in Au-L or -M
characteristic X-ray yield, and lack of such a signature indicates no highly localized
Au trapping. Small increase in Au characteristic X-ray yield indicates the presence
of Au atoms is related to the strain in the system due to irradiation induced defects
and/or nanoparticles and voids. The barely measurable Au enrichment across a wide
region indicates that the source measured Au atoms are not trapped in dislocations,
but rather diffusion trapped in point defects or some other defects. One possible
explanation is that Au atoms are diffusing into or out of Au nanoparticles because
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Figure 7.18: Sample Au33 A Cross-sectional TEM and B and C scanning TEM and
energy dispersive X-ray yields of Si-K, Au-M and Au-L lines of B high-Z nanoparticle
adjacent to dislocation and dilute high-Z area and C void adjacent to a dislocation
in dilute high-Z area.
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Figure 7.19: High-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs of
nanoparticle in sample Au33 showing Au/Si interface.
the final processing parameter, annealing at 750 C for two hours, is not optimized
to form Au nanoparticles.
High-resolution micrographs of one Au nanoparticle in sample Au33 are shown
in Figure 7.19. Individual atomic planes of silicon are visible, and extend into the
nanoparticle region. However, the atomic planes that extend without any devia-
tion from silicon region into nanoparticle region are from pure silicon surrounding
the nanoparticle. Unfortunately, no definitive crystallographic data determining the
atomic structure of Au atoms in Au nanoparticles have been obtained. From Figure
7.19, we can see that there are no great distortions in silicon atomic planes near to
the Au nanoparticle, and that it has a sharp interface. Furthermore, recognizing
that the zone axes of these two micrographs are near to [011] the nanoparticle shape
is bound by (111) and (100) planes.
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7.4 Conclusions
In samples Au1-4, it is clear that Au readily diffuses into Si from a film on the
surface. The diffusion is probably enhanced by defects created by He ion irradiation.
Voids are created, but other point defects and extended defects clearly present a
greater number of more stable trapping sites for Au atoms, so no Au trapping in
void layer is observed.
Samples Au5-10 undergo heat treatment at temperatures ranging from 350-850◦C
without defect annealing. For the temperature range from 350-550◦C, the simple
case of increasing temperature causing increased diffusivity causes increased diffu-
sion. However, as temperature increases from 550-650◦C and so on, point defect
recombination becomes progressively more important with increasing temperature,
and diffusion decreases. Gold diffusion in silicon is mediated by silicon point defects,
interstitials and vacancies, so annihilation of point defects at higher temperatures
decreases Au diffusion.
Based on RBS results of comparing samples Au11-13 and Au14-16, changing
the order of high temperature and low temperature heat treatments probably had
a significant effect on the results, rendering the comparison of these sets of samples
weak and uninformative.
Significant diffusion of Au is observed for samples Au1-16, but no trapping of
Au in void layer is observed. Deposition of Au on surface in thick film introduces
excessive amount of Au into Si, and trapping by open-volume defects is not observed
following diffusion heat treatment.
Irradiation with small fluence of low energy Au ions controllably introduces Au
into Si samples. Trapping of Au atoms in void layer is observed for samples Au17-
32, but no nanoparticles are observed. Additional odd Au trapping behavior is also
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noted, such as strong trapping at an intermediate peak in sample Au27. However,
investigation by TEM shows that no nanoparticles are formed as a consequence of
Au trapping observed by random RBS spectra for samples Au17-32. Decreasing He
ion irradiation fluence by factor of five, to 1× 1016 cm−2, accompanied by maximum
thermal budget for defect annealing accomplishes nanoparticle formation at projected
range of He ion irradiation. However, further decreasing ion irradiation fluence by
one order of magnitude did not accomplish nanoparticle formation.
Gold is contained in nanoparticles formed in sample Au33, evidenced by charac-
teristic X-rays emitted by excitation with electron beam. Other locations of trapped
Au could not be determined, but it is likely that dislocations do not contribute to sig-
nificant amount of Au trapping. High-resolution TEM shows that Au nanoparticles
have sharp interface with Si, and that Si surrounding nanoparticles is not strained.
However, the atomic structure of Au nanoparticles has not been determined.
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8. DECORATION OF VOIDS IN SILICON BY SILVER ATOMS
Irradiation species, fluence and defect annealing temperature are chosen so that
low density of voids are nucleated free of helium and other chemical bonding that
grow to sizes of few tens of nanometers accompanied by minimum amount of dis-
locations [28, 68, 59]. Silver atoms are diffused from the substrate surface and
chemisorbed on the inner surface of voids in silicon. Nanoparticles are formed with
size up to 40 nm. A range of fully filled nanoparticles, not accompanied by free vol-
ume, and partially filled nanoparticles, with widely vary free volume, are observed
adjacent to each other.
8.1 Experimental methods
The method to fabricate nanoparticles by chemisorption onto an inner surface
consists of three steps: create open volume defects in a suitable material, deposit
immiscible metal on surface, and diffuse metal into defects. Voids are preferred open-
volume defect in this research. For all samples deposited with Ag, ion irradiation
fluence is 5×1015 cm−2, except for Ag10-12 and Ag15-17, which are irradiated with
1 and 10×1015 cm−2 100 keV He ions, respectively. Voids nucleate and grow by
defect annealing at high temperature. Samples Ag1-8 and Ag18-27 are annealed in
quartz tube furnace with flowing ultra-high-purity Ar gas at 950◦C for 10, 30, 60
or 90 minutes. This furnace is in Prof. K. Ted Hartwig’s research group located in
the Doherty building on Texas A&M University campus. Details of samples Ag1-
8 are found in Table 8.1 and Ag18-27 in Table 8.2. Samples Ag9-17 are annealed
in different quartz tube furnace, designed to be ultra-high vacuum atmosphere, at
927◦C for 1, 3.5 or 5 hours, and details of individual samples can be found in two
tables.
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Label D.A. Time (min.) Diff. H.T. Time (hr.) Atmosphere
Ag1 10 1 UHP Ar
Ag2 10 2 UHP Ar
Ag3 30 1 UHP Ar
Ag4 30 2 UHP Ar
Ag5 60 1 UHP Ar
Ag6 60 2 UHP Ar
Ag7 90 1 UHP Ar
Ag8 90 2 UHP Ar
Ag9 210 2 Mixed
Table 8.1: Summary of defect annealing (D.A.) and diffusion heat treatment (Diff.
H.T.) conditions. All samples are implanted with 5 × 1015 cm−2 100 keV He ions
before defect annealing, and 100 nm Ag deposited by evaporation on sample surface
before diffusion heat treatment. For Ag1-6, approximately 110 nm of Ag is de-
posited before diffusion heat treatment. The indicated annealing atmosphere applies
to both defect annealing and diffusion heat treatment. Defect annealing temperature
is 950◦C for samples Ag1-8, and 927◦C for sample Ag9, and diffusion heat treatment
temperature is 750◦C for all samples in this table.
The Ag-Si eutectic temperature is 830◦C, greater than diffusion heat treatment
temperature [51]. Additionally, equilibrium concentration of Ag in Si is one to two
orders of magnitude less than that of Au, so Ag metal is introduced by thin film
deposition on surface of Si samples [60]. Evaporation of silver onto silicon surface
is performed in BOC Edwards Auto 306 Metal Evaporation Chamber in the clean
room of Materials Characterization Facility at Texas A&M. Before loading into metal
deposition chamber, samples are sequentially dipped in baths of acetone for 15 sec-
onds and isopropanol for 10 seconds then solvents evaporated by blowing dry N2
gas. This process is repeated one additional time. Samples are mounted on glass
slide and stored in desiccator for 15 minutes, then exposed to vapor emitted from
open bottle of HF acid for approximately 10 seconds each to etch oxide layer. Then,
samples on glass slide carried to clean room within five minutes of HF acid “vapor
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etch”. Following application of the (acetone-isopropanol-N2)2-HF procedure 100 nm
Ag deposited on samples Ag7-8 and 110 nm on Ag1-6 on different dates. Samples
deposited with Ag are stored in desiccator. All annealing heat treatments for Ag1-8
are performed within two days of metal deposition at 750◦C for one or two hours in
Dr. Hartwig’s furnace with flowing UHP Ar gas. The temperature is measured by a
thick thermocouple wire in the center of the furnace, and samples are contained in a
quartz boat that can inserted into and withdrawn from the hot zone. All annealing
heat treatment times are augmented by two minutes to allow for the samples and
boat to heat up to furnace temperature. Approximately one minute is required to
insert quartz boat into hot zone of furnace, and approximately three minutes are
required to remove quartz boat from furnace hot zone. Approximately two minutes
after removal from hot zone, samples and quartz boat cool to less than 100◦C. Sam-
ples Ag1-8 are not removed from flowing Ar for at least two hours after removal from
hot zone.
The thickness monitor in BOC Edwards Metal Evaporation Chamber is malfunc-
tioning during this Ag film deposition. RBS measurement of samples after deposition
determines approximately 500 nm of Ag film is deposited on these samples. Except
for Ag film thickness, same procedures and same equipment, including furnace, is
used for Ag18-27 and Ag1-8.
The same procedure is performed for samples Ag18-27 as for Ag1-8, with one
notable exception. Deposition of Ag is performed in the same location with the
same instrument following same surface preparation procedure, but the deposition
rate meter is out of service and a different operator performed the deposition. This led
to deposition of around 500 nm of Ag on the surface, measured by RBS. This amount
of Ag could not be removed by cotton swab and solvent. An etchant was employed
containing 1:1:1 H2O:NH4OH:H2O2. De-ionized water is used, and the concentration
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of ammonium hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide are each 30%. Samples are placed
into 30 mL total of etchant mixture for around 15 seconds followed by two rinses in
DI-H2O for five minutes each. Samples are then dried with dry N2 gas, and rinsed
in alternating acetone and methanol baths for five seconds through two iterations
before drying again with N2 gas. The etchant mixture is a portion of the “RCA
clean”, and reportedly carries the risk of depositing Fe on the surface of Si samples.
Samples Ag19 and Ag21-23 are etched by this process first, and balance of samples
in the Ag18-27 series are etched later.
Samples Ag9-17 are fabricated as described in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. The story
defect annealing of samples Ag9, -11 and -16 will be shared in detail to illustrate
difficulties encountered. These samples are loaded into home-made vacuum furnace,
different from the one used for samples Ag1-8 and Ag18-27, on March 2, 2011, and
vacuum is poor for a few days following. On March 8, 2011, vacuum reads 7× 10−8
torr and furnace set to 930◦C. The target temperature is 927◦C because the furnace
could not heat up to desired 950◦C. The samples are annealed for 3.5 hours plus
two minutes, with actual furnace temperature, measured by thermocouple outside
quartz tube near heating elements, ranging from 916 − 937◦C and pressure ranging
from 6.5 − 9.5 × 10−7 torr. Following defect annealing, irradiated surfaces appear
clean, but on some samples the back surfaces possessed a rainbow-like discoloration.
Samples Ag9-17 are then deposited with 100 nm Ag by physical vapor deposi-
tion following surface preparation procedure described above in Edwards deposition
chamber at Materials Characterization Facility at Texas A&M. Before diffusion heat
treatment is performed on May 12, 2011, a steadily worsening vacuum leak effecting
the home-made vacuum furnace is detected, and furnace is modified slightly into a
flowing Ar gas furnace. Diffusion heat treatment is performed with ultra-high purity
Ar gas for two hours plus two minutes at 750◦C.
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Label Fluence (cm−2) D.A. Time (hr) D.H.T. Time (hr) D.H.T. Temp. (◦C)
Ag10 1× 1015 1 2 750
Ag11 1× 1015 3.5 2 750
Ag12 1× 1015 5 2 750
Ag13 5× 1015 1 2 750
Ag14 5× 1015 5 2 750
Ag15 1× 1016 1 2 750
Ag16 1× 1016 3.5 2 750
Ag17 1× 1016 5 2 750
Ag18 5× 1015 0.5 0.17 750
Ag19 5× 1015 0.5 0.5 750
Ag20 5× 1015 0.5 0.17 650
Ag21 5× 1015 0.5 0.5 650
Ag22 5× 1015 0.5 1 650
Ag23 5× 1015 0.5 2 650
Ag24 5× 1015 0.5 0.17 550
Ag25 5× 1015 0.5 0.5 550
Ag26 5× 1015 0.5 1 550
Ag27 5× 1015 0.5 2 550
Table 8.2: Ion fluence, defect annealing (D.A.) and diffusion heat treatment (D.H.T.)
parameters. All samples are implanted with 100 keV He ions before defect annealing
to indicated fluence. After defect annealing, 100 nm Ag deposited by evaporation
on substrate surface. Leaks in vacuum furnace during defect annealing at 927◦C
are suspected to have seriously altered results of samples Ag10-17. Diffusion heat
treatment carried out in flowing UHP Ar gas for diffusion heat treatment of Ag10-17.
Samples Ag18-27 were annealed and heat treated in flowing UHP Ar gas.
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The precise role of contamination from leaking vacuum furnace during defect
annealing is not known, but it certainly effected every sample in the Ag9-17 series.
For this reason, we believe that fabrication of sample Ag9 can not be repeated.
Cross-sectional TEM specimens of several of Ag9-17 series are fabricated by the
author and Alvaro Aranibar, an undergraduate student worker.
Samples are analyzed by TEM and RBS. Cross-sectional TEM specimens from
several of Ag9-17 samples are fabricated by mechanical thinning and dimpling so
that the thinnest portion is less than 5 microns thick. Then specimens are ion milled
with few-keV Ar ions at glancing angle to achieve thickness required for electron
transparency, less than 200 nm. JEOL JEM-2010 electron microscope operating at
200 kV and FEI Tecnai G2 F20 ST FE-TEM operated at 200 kV at the Microscopy
and Imaging Center at Texas A&M.
Cross-sectional TEM specimens for samples Ag1-8 are fabricated and analyzed
by Dr. N. David Theodore at Freescale Semiconductor, Inc. in Chandler, AZ.
Specimens are fabricated by the lift-out method using dual-beam scanning electron
microscope-focused ion beam using liquid metal Ga source and analyzed using elec-
tron microscope operating at 200 kV.
Sample surfaces are prepared for RBS by wiping off excess Ag film remaining
on surface. For samples with around 100 nm Ag deposition, wiping with cotton
swabs wetted with a solvent such as isopropanol is sufficient to remove Ag. RBS
is performed with analyzing beam of 2 MeV He ions, and current is 10 nA or less.
Analysis of samples Ag1-8 is performed at Dr. Wei-Kan Chu’s ion accelerator lab
at University of Houston. Analysis of samples Ag18-27 by 2 MeV He ion beam in
random mode is performed on 1.7 MV tandem accelerator at Texas A&M University
Ion Beam Lab. In both cases, surface barrier detector is placed at 165◦ backscattering
angle in IBM geometry. No RBS analysis is performed on samples Ag10-17.
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Samples Ag1-8 are analyzed by RBS and areal density of trapped Ag atoms with
background subtracted are extracted by RBS simulation code RUMP. Areal density
is converted to thickness of a continuous film of Ag by assuming the density of Ag
to that of bulk Ag. According to results shown in chapter 9, this is a reasonable
assumption.
8.2 Results
Samples Ag1-8 are simultaneous investigation of defect annealing and diffusion
heat treatment conditions. Transmission electron micrographs of samples Ag1-8 are
contained in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 which have varying defect annealing times and diffu-
sion heat treatment times of one and two hours, respectively. Individual nanoparticles
from each are expanded in insets, and scale bars in all insets represent 20 nm.
In Fig. 8.1, features are located at depth near the calculated end-of-range of 100
keV He ions [76]. More Ag is trapped in each nanoparticle in Fig. 8.1A and C than
in B, but nanoparticles in B appear more numerous than in A. Varying amounts
of dislocations are observed which roughly correspond with defect annealing time.
Figure 8.1A contains a number of dislocations in band containing nanoparticles, in
B fewer, smaller dislocations and dislocation loops are visible, and in C a few long
dislocation lines are visible.
Nanoparticles in each inset of Fig. 8.1 show that presence of Ag causes change
in faceting from equilibrium shape of void in Si to something else [14]. Examination
of the partially filled void/nanoparticle complexes reveals that the void sizes vary
more than nanoparticle sizes, suggesting that Ag trapping is more heavily dependent
on diffusion heat treatment thermal budget than on the initial void size. Partially
filled voids result from initial void size distribution and diffusion heat treatment
parameters that are not optimized. In 8.1D, small nanoparticles, 5 nm diameter
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Figure 8.1: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs of samples A Ag1, B
Ag3, C Ag5 and D Ag7. The diffusion heat treatment condition of all is 750◦C for
one hour, but time of 950◦C defect annealing is A 10, B 30, C 60 and D 90 minutes.
Insets in A, B, and C highlight individual nanoparticles representative of the entire
sample, and each scale bar represents 20 nm.
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Figure 8.2: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs of samples A Ag2, B
Ag4, C Ag6 and D Ag8. The diffusion heat treatment condition of all is 750◦C for
two hours, but time of 950◦C defect annealing is A 10, B 30, C 60 and D 90 minutes.
Insets in A, B, and C highlight individual nanoparticles representative of the entire
sample, and each scale bar represents 20 nm.
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or less, are clustered around something that appears to be a dislocation because of
the dark, strain-induced contrast. It is not clear if larger nanoparticles formed and
then dissolved or if small quantity of Ag atoms are transported by diffusion from the
surface and decorate available, small open volume defects.
The features visible in Figure 8.2 are at depth around 650 nm, close to the
calculated end-of-range of 100 keV He ions calculated by SRIM binary collision ap-
proximation code [76]. Comparison of the defects in the void/nanoparticle band in
A, B and C exhibit the opposite of the expected trend, where dislocations are vis-
ible in B and C but none in A. Small differences exist between Fig. 8.2A and B,
with partially filled void-nanoparticles approximately 30 and 40 nm in diameter and
small amount of silver trapped in each, but slightly more in B than in A. Shape
of void/nanoparticles in A and B insets are much different than nanoparticle in C
inset. Condition Ag8, shown in Fig. 8.2D, shows no features visible in TEM. The
surface is visible at the top, and the field shows beyond the 650 nm depth at which
voids, nanoparticles and dislocations should be located.
Faceting of nanoparticles shown in insets of Figs. 8.1 and 8.2A and B are
markedly different. The amount of trapped Ag also differs significantly, so the
faceting must result from presence of Ag in the void. Bonding of Ag to Si must
be anisotropic, meaning bonding of Ag on some Si crystallographic planes is energet-
ically favorable over others. In this case, faceting results in lowering the system free
energy, as it does for faceting of voids in pure materials. Evidence for this can be
seen in the profound difference in nanoparticle morphology in Fig. 8.2C compared
to A and B. However, comparison of nanoparticles in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2C confuses
this story a little, and results using more refined experimental techniques are shown
in a later chapter.
The amount of silver atoms trapped in the void region of samples Ag1-8 are
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Figure 8.3: Quantity of silver atoms trapped in void region measured by RBS. Num-
bers at each data point indicate which “Ag-x” sample corresponds to that point,
according to Table 8.1.
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measured by RBS and compared according to the defect annealing and diffusion
heat treatment times in Figure 8.3. The number next to each point shows which
condition corresponds to that point, e.g. “1” is Ag1, and sample description is
contained in Table 8.1. The left ordinate axis shows the amount of trapped Ag in
units of areal density, atoms cm−2, the quantity measured by RBS analysis. The
right ordinate is areal density converted into the equivalent thickness of silver film
with bulk volumetric density, 10.49 g cm−3, in angstroms. The right ordinate shows
significant mass transport occurs in the diffusion heat treatment, more than 9 nm in
Ag6. The trend observed in Fig. 8.3 defies easy explanation. It is clear that defect
annealing and diffusion heat treatment parameters must be optimized. For defect
annealing times of 10, 30 and 90 minutes at 950◦C, increased diffusion heat treatment
time at 750◦C decreases the amount of trapped Ag atoms. Trapping in these cases
must be metastable. When defect annealing is 60 minutes at 950◦C, trapping of Ag
atoms increases when diffusion heat treatment time increases, suggesting trapping
in this case is more stable than in defects created by different annealing times.
The trapping of Ag in voids is metastable, which has been shown for void gettering
of Au [46]. The defect annealing time has greater effect on the amount of trapped
Ag than on the size of individual nanoparticles. Increasing the amount of trapped
Ag in each nanoparticle causes the shape of the void containing the nanoparticle to
change. The morphology of nanoparticles is effected by amount of Ag trapped and
density of voids available for trapping. The amount of Si point defects remaining
after defect annealing determine the diffusion of Ag through the fixed distance from
surface to voids, possibly by the dissociative mechanism of defect-mediated diffusion
discussed for Ag in Si [60]. Comparison of the relative disorder of Si atoms, shown
in Chapter 9, with the Ag trapped by one hour diffusion heat treatment in Fig. 8.3
shows Si point defects are not proportional to amount of trapped Ag.
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Figure 8.4: Overviews of sample Ag9 aligned with SRIM calculation showing the
range of He ions and Si vacancy profile.
Figure 8.5: Transmission electron micrographs from sample Ag9 showing A partially
filled and B fully filled nanoparticles. All nanoparticles shown are faceted, but fully
filled nanoparticles are more strongly faceted.
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Figure 8.4 shows nanoparticles from two regions formed at the end of range of
100 keV He ions [76]. The He ion and Si vacancy profiles are extracted from SRIM
binary collision approximation simulations and overlaid. In the micrograph on the
right, the surface is visible and aligned with plot, and plot length scale applies. In
the micrograph on the left, a scale bar is included. Nanoparticles with diameters
up to 40 nm are shown. Some voids are partially filled with Ag and some are fully
filled. Other sources of dark contrast, seen especially in left micrograph, are extended
interstitial-type defects such as dislocations.
Figure 8.5 shows higher magnification of nanoparticles from two regions of sample
Ag9. In A there are partially filled nanoparticles, and in B there are large and small
fully filled, highly faceted nanoparticles. There are three lines surrounding the two
nanoparticles in A that are not explainable yet. They are too small to be thickness
differences in the sample, and appear too large to be stress fields.
A micrograph from sample Ag14 is shown in Figure 8.6. This micrograph is in-
focus, but voids can still be clearly seen. The thermal budget for defect annealing is
very high, five hours at 927◦C, explaining the relative dearth of features. It is possible
that this sample does contain Ag nanoparticles, but the concentration of trapped
Ag is too low to merit significant interest. With questionable repeatability due to
defect annealing atmosphere, this sample is not investigated further. However, this
micrograph is instructive, showing that excessive defect annealing leaves few features
at the end of range of He ion irradiation which are able to trap diffused Ag atoms.
An overview micrograph of sample Ag16 is shown in Figure 8.7 with a damaged
and defected surface. It must be assumed that the surface defects were introduced
by contamination due to leak in vacuum furnace during three-and-a-half hour defect
annealing. Despite the surface irregularities, a surprising amount of nanoparticles
are formed. The surface deterioration makes accurate determination of the depth
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Figure 8.6: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of sample Ag14.
of these nanoparticles impossible, but it is safe to assume that nanoparticles are
formed at depth around 650 nm from surface, the projected range of 100 keV He
ions. Careful study of the nanoparticles in Figure 8.8 indicates that nanoparticles
appear the same as others formed in more “successful” cases, as in Figs. 8.4-8.5. It is
doubtful that this sample, or any other from the sequence Ag9-17, could be repeated
using the same experimental conditions, but the nanoparticles do exist for study.
The same irradiation condition, 1×1016 cm−2 100 keV He ions, annealed for longer
time, sample Ag17 is shown in Figure 8.9. This sample shows voids partially filled
with nanoparticles with size along greatest dimension around 15-20 nm, and voids
containing nanoparticles are strongly faceted. The faceting of the voids is similar
to those seen in samples Ag1 and -5, shown in Fig. 8.1, and different from the
equilibrium shape of voids in pure Si [14]. Furthermore, voids that would ordinarily
require application of the under-focus over-focus method to enhance Fresnel contrast
to detect are plainly visible in Figure 8.9A.
As with sample Ag16 shown in Fig. 8.7, sample Ag17 suffers from surface ir-
regularities. Dramatic evidence of type of surface defect commonly observed for
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Figure 8.7: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of sample Ag16 showing
contaminated surface at bottom.
Figure 8.8: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs of sample Ag16 show-
ing nanoparticles. C and D are higher resolution micrographs of nanoparticles indi-
cated by yellow and red arrows, respectively, in B.
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Figure 8.9: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs of sample Ag17 show-
ing nanoparticles. B is higher resolution micrograph of nanoparticles in center of
A.
this sample is shown in Figure 8.10. The pitting observed extends several hundred
nanometers below the surface. The shape of the pits is almost hemispherical, which
can help to eliminate some possible causes. For example, excessive exposure to HF
acid would create pits with (111) plane faces. The hemispherical shape could be
caused by oxidation of that volume initiated at a small surface defect, which was
then promoted by contaminated vacuum during defect annealing, and which was
etched away by surface cleaning treatment involving HF acid. Ag16 and -17 suffer
from greatest surface irregularities, and they underwent defect annealing together in
the last set in the vacuum furnace with a steadily worsening leak.
The final micrograph from the “unsuccessful” series Ag10-17 due to surface con-
tamination comes from sample Ag10, shown in Figure 8.11. No features are shown
in the region of interest between the surface and the calculated end-of-range of 100
keV He ions. The implanted ion fluence is too low for voids to nucleate or the defect
annealing thermal budget is too large for voids to evolve large enough to be observed
by TEM.
Samples Ag18-27 are investigated by RBS to determine amount of Ag atoms
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Figure 8.10: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of sample Ag17 show-
ing depth of voids and dislocations created by experimental method listed and large
pit with depth several hundred nanometers.
Figure 8.11: Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of sample Ag10 show-
ing no voids, dislocations or nanoparticles. The small dots are believed to be created
by ion milling with Ar ions to sufficiently thin the sample for TEM.
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Figure 8.12: Rutherford backscattering energy spectra from A samples Ag18, -20
and -24 subjected to diffusion heat treatment for 10 minutes at 750, 650 and 550◦C,
respectively, and B samples Ag19 and -21 subjected to diffusion heat treatment for
30 minutes at 750 and 650◦C, respectively. The sharp peak shown in spectra from
sample Ag21 is caused by thin layer of Fe contamination on surface of sample due
to chemical etching of Ag surface layer.
trapped in void region, shown in Figure 8.12. No trapped Ag is observed except
in sample Ag19, the sample with largest diffusion heat treatment thermal budget.
Silver is diffused from a surface layer, ≈ 500 nm thick, for 30 minutes at 750◦C in
sample Ag19. The overly thick Ag surface layer is caused by poor operation of a
malfunctioning deposition chamber, and it required chemical etching to remove. A
consequence of chemical etching was deposition of thin layer of Fe contamination,
seen in the sharp peak at channel 382 in spectrum from sample Ag21. The energy
of that channel corresponds exactly to backscattering from Fe on surface, and if Ag
were trapped in that sample, it would not be confined to such a thin layer with
no evidence of trapping anywhere else. Samples Ag22 and -23 (not shown), with
diffusion heat treatments at 650◦C for one and two hours, respectively, are similar
to sample Ag21 in that there is no Ag trapping in voids.
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8.3 Conclusions
Silver atoms diffuse into Si mediated by Si point defects, and are chemisorbed at
inner surfaces of voids. The morphology of voids changes based on amount of Ag
atoms trapped in voids.
The defect annealing and diffusion heat treatment parameters, time, temperature
and atmosphere, have strong effect on Ag trapping at voids. Defect annealing creates
two conditions that effect Ag trapping in voids: first, the void size, which increases
with increasing time or temperature, and shape, which is spherical or faceted; sec-
ond, the concentrations of point defects which mediate diffusion of Ag from surface
to voids. The diffusivity of Ag atoms in Si samples containing some concentration
of point defects throughout and voids localized far from surface depends on diffu-
sion heat treatment time and temperature as well as point defect concentrations.
However, temperature of diffusion heat treatment is sufficient to anneal defects that
are not stable, including point defects, so diffusivity is also dependent on diffusion
heat treatment time. It is observed that void size does not change dramatically with
increased diffusion heat treatment time, so we consider He-induced voids at depth
650 nm in Si stable defects at 750◦C.
High density of nanoparticles are formed as well as large nanoparticles, but the
parameters used to fabricate samples Ag9-17 are not repeatable due to contaminated
atmosphere during defect annealing. However, these questionable samples prove it
is possible.
The study of Ag trapping by RBS of samples Ag18-27 leads to a couple of im-
portant conclusions about what will not work or cause additional difficulties in Ag
nanoparticle fabrication process in Si. First, diffusion heat treatment times of 30
minutes or less and temperatures of 650◦C or less cause no Ag to be trapped in void
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layer. Increasing temperature to 750◦C for time of 30 minutes causes some Ag to be
diffused to and trapped in voids, but very small amount. Secondly, etching a thick
layer of Ag can lead to other, unexpected contamination on the surface. In this case,
Fe is deposited on surface, and the ready diffusion and compound formation of Fe
in Si is problematic for electronic devices. This etching should be avoided by only
applying Ag films on the surface thin enough to remove by common solvents.
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9. CHARACTERIZING THE ATOMIC STRUCTURE OF SILVER
NANOPARTICLES IN SILICON
This chapter studies silver nanoparticles in samples Ag3 and Ag9, described in
Table 8.1 on page 76. Heteroepitaxial growth of Ag on Si111 and Si110 utilizes
4:3 coincident-site lattice (CSL), and on Si100 2:3 CSL. The co-incident site lattice
depends on the configuration of the void, specifically the family or families of atomic
planes that define the void shape are inner surfaces. The implicit assumption in the
exercise of defining CSL’s is that inner surfaces of voids do not restructure.
Metal nanoparticles are grown inside silicon voids with atomic planes of Ag and Si
parallel, measured by electron microscopy and diffractometry. Channeling RBS anal-
ysis measures the amount of residual disorder in material surrounding nanoparticles,
and angular scans confirm alignment of multiple Si and Ag channeling axes.
9.1 Experimental methods
The two samples investigated in this chapter are irradiated with 100 keV He
ions to fluence 5E15/cm2 100 keV He ions at room temperature with a well-focused,
rastered beam into same p-type (100)-oriented Si wafer grown by float-zone tech-
nique. Defect annealing to nucleate and grow voids in sample Ag3 is performed for
30 minutes at 950◦C in flowing ultra-high purity Ar in a quartz tube furnace utilizing
a hot-zone method. Defect annealing of sample Ag9 is performed for 210 minutes at
927◦C in vacuum in a quartz tube furnace utilizing a hot-zone method. The sam-
ple rests in a quartz boat and is inserted into and withdrawn from the furnace at
temperature as rapidly as possible. Reported annealing times do not include fixed
two minutes added to allow the sample to heat up to hot-zone temperature. After
defect annealing and before physical vapor deposition (PVD), sample surfaces are
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cleaned by sequential acetone and ethanol baths followed by evaporation with dry N2
gas, performed twice, then etching with HF acid vapor for 10 s. Evaporation of 100
nm Ag onto Si surface is performed in BOC Edwards Auto 306 Metal Evaporation
Chamber in the Materials Characterization Facility at Texas A&M. Heat treatment
to diffuse Ag into Si is performed at 750 C for one hour (Ag1, -3, -5 and -7) or two
hours (Ag6 and -9) in quartz tube furnace with flowing ultra-high purity Ar utilizing
same hot-zone method. Samples Ag1, -3, -5, -6, -7, and -9 are analyzed by different
methods in this chapter. Additional details not listed here of the ion irradiation,
defect annealing, Ag film deposition and diffusion heat treatment parameters that
each sample is subjected to are listed in Table 8.1 on page 76 in chapter 8.
All samples listed above are examined by transmission electron microscopy, but
in this chapter samples Ag3 and Ag9 are examined more closely than the results
shown in chapter 8. Cross-sectional specimens for transmission electron microscopy
are created by mechanically polishing and dimpling followed by Ar ion milling at
shallow angle in the case of Ag9, or by dual-beam SEM/FIB at Freescale, Inc. in
the case of Ag3. TEM specimens from Ag9 are characterized in JEOL JEM-2010
microscope operated at 200 kV at the Texas A&M Microscopy and Imaging Center,
and Ag3 specimen in at Freescale, Inc. The spacing of Ag atomic planes measured
by diffraction patterns obtained are normalized to Si atomic planes.
Portions of micrographs are filtered by process of fast Fourier transformation,
masking, and inverting the transformation. These transformed images are then aver-
aged with original micrograph to yield Fourier-filtered micrographs which emphasize
a feature that is weak due to noise. This is performed in Digital Micrograph software
from Gatan, Inc.
Ion backscattering measurements were performed at Texas Center for Supercon-
ductivity at University of Houston. A 2 MeV He ion analyzing beam probes the 〈100〉
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a (×10−3) b c (×100) d (×104)
Ag1 -1.6571940476906 1.0036617692766 -2.0057048250340 3.0321860590388
Ag3 -1.0130434903008 0.55229231822304 -1.0203886839419 1.5079594626911
Ag5 -1.1481679748530 0.60594918248434 -1.0892069580227 1.5074684333392
Ag6 -1.4926311321181 0.76976354146469 -1.3509693790977 1.6974488155311
Ag7 -1.6313516098711 0.79382548456974 -1.3025228785271 1.6369719973077
Si -2.2667254034740 1.0969971791027 -1.8355976432599 2.0460487198490
Table 9.1: Coefficients for third-order polynomial of type f(x) = ax3 + bx2 + cx+ d
fitted to RBS random spectra obtained from samples in channel interval 50-200,
where x is channel number and f(x) is counts.
and 〈110〉 axial channels, and the beam is aligned with the (100) plane channel as it
scanned across the 〈110〉 axial channel. During angular scans of the 〈100〉 axis, the
beam is not aligned with a plane channel. A surface barrier detector collects He ions
backscattered 165◦ from incident direction. RBS spectra obtained under random ori-
entation are fitted with third-order polynomials using the Microsoft Excel program
in the channel range 50-200, and these fitted polynomials are used instead of raw
data of random spectra to extract relative disorder profiles. Values for R2 variance
for fitted functions are 0.971, 0.966, 0.970, 0.970 and 0.963 for random spectra from
samples Ag1, -3, -5, -6 and -7, respectively, and is 0.987 for random spectrum from
pure Si. Values of the coefficients and variance are listed in Table 9.1. The purpose
of this additional fitting is to compare channeling spectra to random spectra that
are close to ideal random spectra, discussed in chapter 6.
9.2 High-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy and
diffractometry indicating alignment of atomic planes
Transmission electron micrograph in Figs. 8.4 and 8.5 on pages 87 and 87 show
voids evolved by defect annealing for 3.5 hrs and Ag nanoparticles grown by diffusion
heat treatment at 750◦C for two hours, with additional details described in section
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Figure 9.1: A Transmission electron micrograph and B electron diffraction pattern
of nanoparticle in sample Ag9. Zone axis of the electron beam is [100].
8.1 of chapter 8. Nanoparticles have diameters up to 40 nm, and are found in a band
more than 100 nm thick.
High-resolution transmission electron micrograph and diffraction pattern of a
large nanoparticle found in Ag9 cross-sectional TEM specimen are shown in Figure
9.1. The arrows indicating low-index orientations in A are derived from diffraction
pattern B, where red indicates Si and black indicates Ag atomic plane directions.
According to the diffraction pattern, Si and Ag (110) planes analyzed are parallel
to each other, but Si and Ag (100) planes are deviated by around 3◦. This angular
deviation indicates that the crystal structure of Ag in nanoparticle is no longer cubic,
but the right angles measured between Ag (110) atomic planes from the same electron
diffraction pattern counter such a conclusion. In a cubic crystal, the (001) and (010)
atomic planes have a square projection when viewed along the (100) direction, and
the (011) and (01-1) planes are diagonals within that square. The angular deviation
in (010) and (001) planes in diffraction pattern do not show that the Ag crystal
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is rotated with respect to the Si crystal, but that the projection of the (010) and
(001) planes is changing from a square to a parallelogram. The Ag (001) plane
spacing measured in Fig. 9.1B is within 0.3% of tabulated value, but Ag (010) and
both Ag (011) planes deviate from tabulated values by 3.5%. It has been reported
that the lattice structure of silver in nanowires at room temperature can compress
in one direction to become face-centered tetragonal crystal [66]. However, such a
transformation from cubic to tetragonal crystal structure would be accompanied by
changes in the spacing of one of the (100) planes, which is observed in this case, but
no change in the angle between planes, which is not observed in this case.
The projection of the nanoparticle in Fig. 9.1 viewed along the [100] zone axis is
square, with shape bounded by (110) planes. A portion of the micrograph outlined
by white square has been filtered to enhance the apparent fringe spacingby Fourier
filtering method described in section 9.1 of this chapter. The fringe spacing measured
from the filtered portion of the micrograph A is 5.6 A˚, and the fringes are parallel
to the [01-1] direction in Ag and Si.
The same nanoparticle is shown in electron micrograph and diffraction pattern
in Figure 9.2 with the electron beam aligned with the [011] zone axis. The atomic
planes causing diffraction spots in Fig. 9.2B are indicated by colored arrows: yellow
(100), red (110) and light blue (111). In this diffraction pattern, all Si and Ag
atomic planes are parallel to each other. The spacings of Ag atomic planes measured
in Fig. 9.2B are within 0.5% of bulk values, normalized to bulk Si atomic plane
spacings, and angles between planes indicate face-centered cubic structure. The
Si (002) reflections shown in the diffraction pattern, indicated by yellow arrows,
are forbidden reflections, but appear because of double diffraction from multiple
planes. The spacing of interference pattern caused by penetration of an electron
beam through multiple crystals with different atomic plane spacings that are parallel
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Figure 9.2: A Transmission electron micrograph and B electron diffraction pattern
of same nanoparticle in sample Ag9 shown in Fig. 9.1. Zone axis of the electron
beam is [011].
was described by Moire, for instance the Si (111) and Ag (111) planes, are determined
by Equation 9.1
L111 =
dSi(111) × dAg(111)
dSi(111) − dAg(111) =
3.135A˚× 2.358A˚
3.135A˚− 2.358A˚ = 9.51A˚ (9.1)
where dA(xyz) is the spacing of plane (xyz) of element A [30].
Close alignment of the Ag and Si atomic planes and the location inside the Si
matrix renders the independent determination of planar spacing of Ag nanoparticles
impossible without interference. This phenomenon also hinders exact observation of
the size of nanoparticles using these micrographs. Moire interference pattern of Ag
and Si (110) atomic planes contained in the portion of micrograph enclosed by white
dashed lines in Fig. 9.1 is enhanced by Fourier filtering. The measured interference
fringe spacing is 5.6 A˚, and calculated value for interference fringe of Si (220) and
Ag (220) planes with spacings 1.919 and 1.444 A˚, respectively, using Eq. 1 is 5.8 A˚.
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Figure 9.3: Electron diffraction patterns shown in Figures A 9.1 and B 9.2 modified
to increase visibility of weak reflections from Ag atomic planes or caused by Moire
interference. Reflections from atomic planes are outlined by Si (thick) and Ag (thin)
circles. Zone axis of the electron beam is A [011] and B [100].
The difference between measured and calculated values for fringe spacing shown in
Fig. 9.1A is 5%.
The diffraction patterns shown in Figs. 9.1B and 9.2B are presented in Fig-
ure 9.3 with values of brightness, contrast and gamma increased from 0.50 to 0.55.
Low-intensity diffraction reflections caused by diffraction from Ag atomic planes or
multiple diffractions due to Moire interference are more easily visible. The periodic
nature of the high and low intensity diffraction reflections are a consequence of the
relationship of crystal structures and lattice parameters of Si and Ag.
Silver fcc and Si diamondlike crystal structures are similar, with the diamond-
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like crystal structure essentially being made up of two fcc sublattices offset in [111]
direction fit into a larger unit cell. Diamondlike unit cell therefore contains twice
as many atoms as fcc unit cell. Unit cells of Si and Ag have five (110) and (111)
atomic planes, and [111] projections of each have atoms in same positions. The [110]
projections of each crystal structure are different, shown in Fig. 6.5 on page 42. In
the fcc unit cell, there are three (100) atomic planes, whereas in diamondlike unit
cell there are five (100) atomic planes. The lattice parameters of Si and Ag are 5.431
and 4.087 A˚, respectively, so Ag lattice parameter is 24.5% smaller than that of Si.
In reciprocal space, such as in a diffraction pattern, diffraction from atomic planes
with smaller spacing is larger and vice-versa. Therefore, diffractions from Ag (111)
or (110) atomic planes are approximately 33% farther than from Si counterparts.
Electrons in the electron beam are undergoing multiple diffractions from atomic
planes resulting in diffraction patterns shown in Fig. 9.3. In this case, the effective
result is multiple points of origin of electrons before undergoing their final diffraction,
which is then collected as data. Even though there is one electron beam incident on
the specimen, and one true (000) transmitted beam, the effect of multiple diffractions
results in multiple (000) transmitted beams. Therefore, there are multiple diffraction
patterns overlaid on top of each other. The periodic, low-intensity spots are actually
higher-order reflections of electrons that have been diffracted at least once previously.
For example, the orange arrow in Fig. 9.3 is pointed at a (111) diffraction spot,
assuming single diffraction from Si(111) planes of an electron initially directed toward
the center spot, the (000) transmitted beam. An electron starting in the incident
beam, diffracted by a (111) plane of Si, and then diffracted by a (311) Ag plane would
be collected at the diffraction spot marked by the white arrow. The two additional
low intensity diffraction spots between every high intensity diffraction spot in Fig.
9.3A are due to double (or higher) diffraction from Si and Ag atomic planes.
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The contrast of different areas of the nanoparticle in Figs. 9.1A and 9.2A indi-
cates the thickness of Ag in that area of the nanoparticle compared to others. Lighter
contrast in square projection in Fig. 9.1 is near the edges, and darker contrast at
center, indicating the edges are thinner than center. Lighter contrast in Fig. 9.2A
is at two sharp corners, and darker contrast is in center and uniform along (001)
direction. This indicates the two sharp, thin corners are apices, and the wide, thick
part along (001) direction is the base of the octahedron.
The micrographs in Figures 9.1A and 9.2A show that the shape of the nanopar-
ticle is octahedral and bound by (111) surfaces. The aspect ratio is near unity,
calculated by comparing the length of nanoparticle measured along the (110) and
(100) directions. The [110] projection, Fig. 9.2A, of the nanoparticle shows that the
sides are (111) planes, the base is rotated 3◦ from (001) plane, and the apices are
bisected by (110) plane. The nanoparticle’s four sides in the [100] projection, Fig.
9.1A, are rotated 3◦ from (011) directions indicated on micrograph.
The size of the nanoparticle in Fig. 9.2A is 29.1 nm in the [111] direction and
27.7 nm in the [11-1] direction, and it is approximately square in Fig. 9.1A with
side lengths 33 and 35 nm. It should be noted that filtering by Fourier transforma-
tion and masking, as in Fig. 9.1A, eliminates some noise associated with electron
interference, so reported lengths should be considered upper bounds. The uncer-
tainty caused by fuzzy boundaries could account for the apparent misalignment of
the nanoparticle shape with atomic planes, or this could be a characteristic of an
enclosed Ag nanoparticle grown heteroepitaxially in silicon with no free surfaces.
Additional Moire interference patterns are reported in Figures 9.4 and 9.5 ob-
served in samples Ag9 and -3, respectively. A portion of the micrograph in Fig.
9.4 is Fourier filtered and shows Moire interference of Si and Ag (111) planes, with
measured fringe spacing of 8.9 A˚. A smaller nanoparticle created by different exper-
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Figure 9.4: A Transmission electron micrograph and B electron diffraction pattern
of partially-filled void nanoparticle in sample Ag9. The edge of the void is visible on
the left. Portion of the micrograph is Fourier filtered to enhance interference fringe,
and spacing of fringe is 8.9 /AA. Zone axis of the electron beam is [011].
imental conditions is shown in inset of Fig. 9.5, and the Moire interference of Si and
Ag (111) planes with fringe spacing 9.9 A˚is measured. The calculated fringe spacing
using Eq. 9.1 with tabulated values for Si and Ag (111) planes is 9.51 A˚.
Nanoparticles that occupy a portion of the total void volume are shown in Figs.
9.4 and 9.5. In Fig. 9.4A, the edge of the void can be seen on the left side of
the micrograph, and diffraction pattern in B shows zone axis is [110]. Red arrows
are pointing at Ag/Si interfaces, and blue arrows at Ag/vacuum interfaces, and
all interfaces are predominantly bound by (111) planes. Two nanoparticles with
free volume are shown in Fig. 9.5A, and B shows high resolution micrograph of
left nanoparticle. The two nanoparticles in A are approximately the same size,
though the free volume not filled by metal is different for each one. Figures 9.4 and
9.5 illustrate that free volume varies widely, but the amount of trapped Ag does
not indicating that the Ag content of each nanoparticle is dependent on diffusion
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Figure 9.5: Transmission electron micrographs from sample Ag3 of A two nanopar-
ticles with differing open volumes, and B high-resolution electron micrograph of
left nanoparticle in A. Interference fringe is visible in B without Fourier filtering,
and fringe spacing is 9.9 /AA. Zone axis of the electron beam is [011], and major
crystallographic directions are indicated.
parameters and independent of void size. When voids are nucleated heterogeneously,
following He ion fluence less than 1 × 1016 cm−2, void sizes vary widely [68]. The
nanoparticle in Fig. 9.4A is imaged along the same zone axis as that shown in
Fig. 9.2A, and the size of the two compare favorably even though there is no free
volume in the latter. Furthermore, the shapes of nanoparticles in Figs. 9.4 and
9.5, with free volume, are primarily bound with (111) planes and bisected by (110)
and (100) planes, just as in the nanoparticle in Figs. 9.1 and 9.2. The shapes of
fully-filled nanoparticles and partially filled void-nanoparticles differ by small area
bounded by (100) planes, indicating that the surface energies are slightly different in
their anisotropy. In the case of silicon, the lowest energy surface is (111) and γ100 =
1.11γ111 is the next lowest surface energy [14]. This relationship is not observed for
any Ag nanoparticles or Ag nanoparticle/void complexes in this study. The surface
energy is weakly dependent on the nature of the interface, whether it is Ag-Si or
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Ag-void.
9.3 Crystal imperfections and atomic plane alignment measured by channeling
Rutherford backstattering spectra and angular scans
Rutherford backscattering energy spectra obtained when the ion beam is aligned
with an atomic plane, such as [100] or [111], decreases the areal density of target
atoms thus reducing the backscattering yield. If the ion beam is aligned with a
major crystalline axis, where multiple atomic planes intersect, 〈100〉 or 〈111〉, the
backscattering yield is further reduced. Using this method, the number of defects in
a monocrystalline material can be measured in comparison to a control sample.
Figure 9.6 shows RBS channeling spectra from sample Ag1 and pure Si control
sample. The ion beam is aligned with the surface normal crystalline axis, the 〈100〉
axis, and that is plotted with “random” energy spectra obtained when the ion beam is
un-aligned and encounters areal density of material corresponding to bulk volumetric
density. The raw data shown in this figure differ by a significant amount, but this is
due to different fluences of analyzing ion beam used to collect the data (essentially,
different data collection times). The random spectra are used to normalize the
channeling spectra by obtaining the value for χd, from Equation 6.2, and these results
are shown later.
Figure 9.7 shows random and channeling spectra from samples Ag3, -6, -7 and
pure Si control obtained with ion beam aligned with 〈100〉 axis. Channeling spec-
tra show that refining and optimizing the parameters for defect annealing and Ag
diffusion has a measurable impact on the amount of defects measured in Si.
Every channeling spectrum has significant deviation from pure Si channeling spec-
trum between channels 50-200, so an additional step is taken in data analysis. A
third-order polynomial is fitted to random spectrum in the channel interval 50-200,
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Figure 9.6: RBS channeling energy spectra from sample Ag1 and pure Si with ion
beam aligned with 〈100〉 (surface-normal) channeling axis.
Figure 9.7: RBS channeling energy spectra from samples Ag3, -6, -7 and pure Si
with ion beam aligned with 〈100〉 (surface-normal) channeling axis.
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Figure 9.8: RBS channeling energy spectra from sample Ag5 and pure Si with ion
beam aligned with 〈100〉 (surface-normal) channeling axis. The random spectra are
fitted with third-order polynomials in the channel interval 50-200 to decrease noise
in extracted disorder profiles.
and two of these fittings are shown in Figure 9.8 for sample Ag5 and pure Si control.
This effort is taken to decrease the effect of noise in the random spectra on
the relative disorder profiles that are shown in Figure 9.9. The relative disorder
is calculated by taking the ratio of the difference of sample and control channeling
yields versus random and control channeling yields:
nD
n
=
χd − χv
1− χv (9.2)
where χ is calculated using Eq. 6.2 for d, samples that have crystalline damage, and
for v, the control sample for each channel number. This calculation gives relative
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Figure 9.9: A Normalized channeling yields from samples Ag1, -3, -5, -6, -7 and pure
Si calculated by ratio of channeling counts to random polynomial-fitted counts. B
Relative Si disorder of samples Ag1, -3, -5, -6 and -7 calculated by equation
disorder in each sample compared to others, specifically the control sample. In
the case where the sample does not contain a significant number of dislocations,
which dechannel ions in a slightly different way than point defects, this value for
relative disorder is the same as the defect concentration normalized by the atomic
concentration of the sample. However, for samples Ag1, -3, -6, and -7, there are
certainly a significant number of dislocations which accompany Si point defects. It is
possible that sample Ag5 has sufficiently few dislocations that the relative disorder
is the normalized defect concentration.
Sample Ag3 is analyzed more to understand the position of silver atomic planes
in silver nanoparticles. RBS channeling spectra obtained with the beam aligned with
A the surface-normal 〈100〉 axis and B the off-normal 〈110〉 axis are shown in Figure
9.10. The beam is aligned with the (100) plane channel as it is scanned across the
〈110〉 axis in B. Insets in Fig. 9.10 show backscattering counts from Ag atoms in
sample Ag3. The backscattering yield from Ag atoms in the 〈110〉 axis channeling
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Figure 9.10: RBS channeling energy spectra from sample Ag3. Ion beam aligned
with A 〈100〉 axis and B 〈110〉 axis and (100) plane. Insets show backscattering
counts from Ag atoms in Si samples.
spectrum is greater than that of the random spectrum, indicating that some Ag
atoms are in lattice positions that push into the 〈110〉 axis. This could mean that
Ag atoms take tetrahedral interstitial positions, based on Fig. 6.5 on page 42.
Angular scans across the same channeling axes in Fig. 9.10 are obtained for the
full energy spectrum and recorded. The scanning data shown in Figure 9.11 are from
A 〈100〉 axis and B 〈110〉 axis with beam aligned with (100) plane channel, as before.
Data are obtained for each channel at each scanning position, and then integrated
over intervals twenty channels wide and plotted. The depth and depth interval that
each angular scan represents increases as channel (backscattering energy) decreases.
Near the surface, in channels 241-260 for both A and B, the minimum yields are
5.9% and 5.1%, respectively. Pure Si with no defects analyzed with same ion beam at
same temperature would have minimum yields of 4-4.5%, so sample Ag3 is relatively
free of significant crystallographic damage.
Figure 9.12 compares angular scans of Si near the surface and Ag in the nanopar-
ticle region channeling A 〈100〉 axis and B 〈110〉 axis with beam aligned with (100)
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Figure 9.11: RBS angular scans from different depths of Si from sample Ag3. Sample
is tilted across A 〈100〉 axis and B 〈110〉 axis in (100) plane.
plane channel. The minimum yields from Ag nanoparticles, 27% and 45%, respec-
tively, are significantly higher, but the (100) and (110) atomic planes of Ag and Si
are parallel. The minimum yields for Ag from both Fig. 9.12A and B are located
0.1◦ from center of Si axis, but this does not change the conclusion.
Angular scans data from Ag atoms in nanoparticles and interstitials closer to the
surface are shown in Figure 9.13. The inset in Fig. 9.10B shows that backscattering
yield from Ag atoms is higher when beam is channeled along 〈110〉 than when the
beam is not aligned with a channeling axis or plane. The position of maximum yield
in the 〈110〉 axis angular scan of interstitial Ag atoms in Fig. 9.13 is in the center of
the channel, at tilt 0◦, showing that the interstitials are in the center of the channel.
The location of tetrahedral interstice is not the center of the 〈110〉 axial channel in
the diamondlike unit cell of Si, according to Fig. 6.5 on page 42. However, literature
has an example of angular scans of He interstitials with tetrahedral coordination
occupying center of 〈110〉 axial channel [2]. It is possible that measurable portion of
Ag atoms between surface and void layer occupy tetrahedral interstices in Si crystal.
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Figure 9.12: RBS angular scans of pure Si near the surface and from Ag nanoparticles
in sample Ag3. Ion beam aligned withA 〈100〉 axis and B 〈110〉 axis and (100) plane.
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Figure 9.13: RBS angular scans of Ag backscattering signal from sample Ag3 scanned
across 〈110〉 axis in (100) plane from two depth intervals. The interstitials are closer
to the surface than nanoparticles.
9.4 Conclusions
The orientation of atomic planes in Ag nanoparticles grown on inner surfaces of
voids in Si have been measured by high-resolution TEM, electron diffraction and RBS
angular scanning, and have been shown to be parallel with their Si counterparts (e.g.
Ag(111) is parallel to Si(111)) with small discrepancies. Electron diffraction shows
that Ag(100) and Si(100) are mis-aligned by approximately 3◦, and RBS angular
scanning shows that tilt angle of minimum yield of Ag 〈100〉 and 〈110〉 axes are
0.1◦ from that of Si. However, these small discrepancies do not change the overall
conclusion that Ag and Si atomic planes are parallel.
Silver nanoparticles grow on the inner surface of voids in Si heteroepitaxially, us-
ing 4:3 Ag:Si relationship on Si(111) surfaces or 2:3 Ag:Si relationship on Si(100) sur-
faces. Heteroepitaxial growth starts heterogeneously on inner corners of voids in Si,
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and is maintained until the nanoparticle fully fills the void. Silver nanoparticles form
(111) surfaces at the interfaces with vacuum in partially-filled void-nanoparticles.
When the nanoparticle partially fills the void, the shape is primarily bound by (111)
surfaces. Small areas bound by (100) Si surfaces have been observed, but whent the
nanoparticle fully fills the void, the only boundaries are with Si(111) surfaces. The
shape of a nanoparticle that fully fills a void is octahedral with aspect ratio near
unity bound by (111) surfaces. The “base” of the octahedral nanoparticle is close to
(100) plane, and apices are bisected by (110).
Silver atoms occupy tetrahedral interstices in Si unit cell between Si surface,
where Ag is originally deposited, and Ag nanoparticles. It is assumed that silicon
point defects facilitate Ag diffusion from the surface, but Ag atoms in tetrahedral
interstitial positions do not require interaction with Si point defects. Analysis of the
amount of relative disorder of Si atoms by RBS channeling shows that one condition,
Ag5, has peak relative disorder around 3%. Comparison of the measured relative
disorders with the amount of Ag trapped in nanoparticles, in Fig. 8.3 on page 85 in
Chapter 8, reveals that relative disorder and amount of Ag trapped in nanoparticles
are not related. Figure 9.9 shows that Ag5 and -1 have lowest relative disorder,
around 3% and 6%, respectively, but Fig. 8.3 shows that Ag5 has almost 7 nm of
equivalent thickness of bulk Ag film, the second highest, and Ag1 has one of the lowest
amounts of Ag atoms trapped in nanoparticles, 2.5 nm. The two highest values of
Si relative disorder in Fig. 9.9 are similarly separated in Fig. 8.3, where Ag6 and -7
have up to 17% relative Si disorder but Ag6 has almost 10 nm of equivalent thickness
of bulk Ag film trapped in nanoparticles, the highest amount measured, to Ag7’s 2.5
nm, one of the lowest measured. Clearly, Si interstitial point defects or dislocations
are not solely responsible for mediating Ag diffusion. The Si point defect that cannot
be measured by RBS channeling, the vacancy, could be the defect that mediates Ag
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diffusion from surface to voids. Rollert et al suggested that Ag could diffuse by the
dissociative mechanism, involving Ag interstitials occupying substitutional lattice
sites [60]. The lack of a relationship between Si defects measured by RBS channeling
and trapped Ag support diffusion of Ag mediated by the dissociative mechanism.
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